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Professor Berkhof
Retires

''C[)O

YOU think you are justified in retiring from your professor's chair?" This
. question was addressed to Professor
Louis Berkhof by a leading figure in
the field of American theological education who
was not acquainted with rules and regulations goverhing the appointment ·and retirement of professors at Calvin Seminary. Mahy others might ask
the same question. For Professor Berkhof is still
vigorous, both mentally and physically. You would
hot take him for seventy. But seventy he is, and
retire he must-:-according to rules and regulations
a,dopted many years ago.
It does seem strange, now that the September
term has begun, not to see his familiar and stalwart
figure in the halls of Calvin Seminary. He not only
occupied the Chair of Reformed Dogmatics and related subjects but also headed the Seminary as its
President since 1931, the year in which the European rectbrate was abolished and the Seminary
Presidency was called ihto existence. Now that he
retir~s from these duties and responsibilities, one
is.aware of the large place which he occupied in
the educational and ·ecclesiastical counsels of the
Christian Reformed Church.
Professor Berkhof was ordained at the turn of
the century, and after six years spent in the pastor,ate ·and in graduate theological study, was appointed to the Chair of Exegetical Theology in Calvin Seminary; Berkhof's thinking, preaching, and
writing has ever been marked by a fine exegetical
-sense. In 1914 he was relieved of the Old Testament field, which up to that time he had taught together with the New Testament. He now devoted
his time exclusively to the latter field. In. 1926,
when the Systematics Chair at Calvin was expanded to include Apologetics and. another course
in Ethics, and the present writer, then its occupant,
was given the choice between the two new chairs,
Professor Berkhof was chosen to the Chair of Dogma.tics and related subjects. Those. who know him
intimately know that this was an ideal to which
he had aspired for some years. The field of Dogmatics had the love of his heart. And it is in this
field that his theological memory will live on, not
only after his retirement, but also when his familiar figure will no longer be With us; In his Systematic Theology he has produced a solid manual of Reformed Theology that will prove serviceable to the
English-speaking student throughout the world for
years to come.
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Professor Berkhof's influence has especially been
strong and pervasive in. the Christian Reformed
Church, As so many other leaders in that com:..
munion he is the son of immigrant parents, who
· came from the Seceder Church of the Netherlands ·
and carried with them a fusion of simple p'iety, a
high theology, and unswerving devotion. fo the· Ee- .
formed Faith. All this; which he himself owed fo
such a spiritual heritage, he returned enriched and
deepened in the. alembic of his capacious mind by
way of pulpit and professor's desk into the minds
and hearts of the rising generation and the comh1g
ministry of his Church. The Christian Reformed
Church has gone through doctrinal controversies
coupled with ecclesiastical, upheavals, and in every.
case the quiet, steady hand and mind of Loqis Berkhof was in the background. He was n,o a.fighter,''
He disliked controversy'. He was no organizer of
a group to :fight a battle. But his pervasive infiu"'
ence and his careful, balanced, sober thinking on
all issues was sure to be found controlling mahy .a
situation. His Church respected ~and still respects
him, The recent tributes brought to him by students, colleagues, Board of Trustees, and Syp.od
were well deserved.
·
There is in Louis Berkhof a ·remar~able combi:..
nation of whole-souled loyalty and devotion to the
Reformed Faith with a breadth of outlook and. sym.;
pathy coupled with fairness of judgment also in
dealing with opponents' views that is refreshing;
He had no sympathy with the extremism of cer.::.
tain recent Reformed writers who, though b 0ast..
ing of their superior soundness, in reality narrowed
the great classic tradition of the Reformed Faith
as represented in the writings of Bavinck and Kuy,-,
per, of Warfield and Vos. His Systematic Theology
is the crystallization, condensation, and reproduc.::.
tion in his own original way of the best he had ·im:..
bibed from such master minds in Reformed Theoh
ogy as these. The vagaries of Premillennialism had,,
no fascination for him. Thoroughly committed to·
the particularism of the Reformed Faith, he had. a
no less deep appreciation of the significance ·of
God's common grace. He has been a lifelong cham".'
pion of the cause of Christian education, primary,
secondary, and higher. He has raised his voice ·to
plead for Christian social action in the industrial
sphere. In standpoint, outlook, and vision he is a
true spiritual son of John Calvin.
May his wholesome influence continue and may
his years of retirement be productive of much fruit.
for the Reformed Faith. Meanwhile the commencement address, originally scheduled to be. delivered
at the 1944 graduation exercises of Calvin College
35

and.· Seminary, and· run in this and .the previous
issues of THE CALVIN' FORUM, may well stand as an
appropriate academic· swan song from his virile
mind and ·facile pen.
c. H..

.}\. Forward Move for
Christian Schools

step. Plans · are being made, we understand, by
which a contingency fund of $25,000 is to be created in the near future, this amount to serve as the
basis and beginning of a Christian School Pe;nsion
Trust. Fund. All this is done under the auspices
of the National Union of Christian Schools, but the
actual campaign is un_dertaken as. a labor of love
by a few business men. THE CALVIN FORUM, which
is very sparing in making .financial appeals to its
readers, feels thoroughly justified in presenting
this noble cause to the attention of all lovers of a
genuinely Christian, God-centered, and Bible-based
education for the rising generation.
We will not let down our Chri.stian school teachers in this matter .
A generous response when the appeal comes to
you Will do much to strengthen the morale of those
engaged in this noble cause of Christian education.
Money is still the .acid test of our convictions.

:IE. c.· a use of. free, .p. arent~owned and. parent. . controlled Christian schools is going for. · •.
ward. · Many people confuse these schools
With parochial schools. Parochial schools
are church-owned and church-controlled schools.
Such schools the Roman Catholics and. the Luther.ans have.. The Christian School movement, as it
is usually called, though it draws its inspiration
and inoral support largely from people of Reformed
and Christian Reformed church affiliations, is. an
·independent movement: Parents band together
C. B.
volu,ntarily and organize themselves into an associatfon, which in turn elects the Board of the school.
This .movement has a national office in Chicago, Blossom Time in
the office of the National ·Union of Ch r i s·t i an California
Schools.. Although the momentum and enthusiasm
In spite of a schedule of sull}mer teaching in re:.
fo.r the movement comes chiefly from Christian Response to ·the call of the government to. accelerate
formed and Reformed homes, churches, and groups,
our course at Calvin Seminary, we had the .unusual·
there. are•· Christian people of the most varied deprivilege and pleasure of spending· some ·four wee.ks
noinina tional affiliation sending their children to
this summer in California. California is the state
these schools. The desire for a positive Christian of luxurious vegetation. What will not. grow in
training, based upon the Word of God, is growing
California! Crack:..pot economic schemes, fanatic
in the mind of mariy Christian. parents, especially
religious s.ects and cults-these flourish in Califor:.
in the cities, where the. public school system is benia as nowhere else .. But it is also blossom time :for
coming increasingly secularized. Christian grade
the Gospel and for the Reformed Faith. in Califor.,.
and high schools. of this type are springing up in
nia.
:various parts of the country.
.
We found it so.
Oneof the real problems of such an independent
It was our privilege to speak in variol,ls churc,he~
_Christian . school system is, of course, finances. and at no less than three distinct Youth and Bible
·Teaching is a white collar job, and everyone knows Conferences.
.
1
that _the white. collar jobs are. underpaid. However,
We found it blossom time for. the Reformed Faith.
teachers in these Christian· schools do not first of
Churches and Christian schools are fiou:rishi;ng.
an look at financial returns. They know they are ·
In one place .both a Christian grammar anq a
· . ITI.olding lives, building immortal souls for eternity.
Christian. high school came into existence in le$S
·.Their compensations are not first of all financial
than ten years.
but spiritual. Nevertheless they are entitled to a
If it be true that there is much fanaticism and
qecent salary. And, to t.he credit of the· promoters
sectarianism
in this great state, there is also a .re.·and supporters of the cause of Christian Schools it
markable
enthusiasm
and exuberent faith in the
_must be said that a real effort is made to bring
hearts
of
those
who
are
really Christ's~
these salaries up to par. There is one other urgent
The
Bible
Conferences
serve a fine purpose· of
heed, a need that must be supplied in the near
binding
the
Christian
people
of the churches tofuture if the cause of Christian schools is to be
gether
in
a
bond.of
unique
fellowship.
In Northern
plac;ed on a firmer footing. ·That is the need for a
California,
at
Mount
Hermon,
the
families
of four
moderate pension for retired and disabled teachers.
churches
enjoy
a
week
of
vacation
in
the
mountains
It is tragic to have these workers in the Kingdomfor that is precisely what they are-put in their in which every day is hallowed with Christian song
whole life and then to let them spend their .old age and . Gospel messages. It is a wonderful way. of
in penury and want. This must not be. Their sal- practicing the communion of saints. As a fj.ne byaries already are tqo mqdest to allow for heavy in- product there is the social intercourse in \which
surance. They are entitled to a pension. Social young people may find.their temporary and permase¢urity makes provision for such pensions in prac- nent friendships among those of the same faith ..
tically every trade, industry, and profession. The
In Southern California the number of Calvinists
Christian School movement must take the next is larger and eve:n greater things can be undertaken.
·C
... ·
(
. 9
•. . · .. · ·
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And they are. In addition to the usual young people's Bible Confer~nce; this year an entirely new
venture .was made irt the organizing 9f a four-day
conference in a· 1arge tent on the spacious grounds
of the Christian school. There was deep interest.
The people responded to the messages.
The Calvinistic people in California have ideals
and ambitions.
· They are looking forward to doing great things
with and for God.
May churches, schools, and Bible conferences
flourish among them. .
It is blossom time in California.
CB.

The. !)awning Liberation of
the Netherlands
INALLY the Allies are on Dutch soil. The
. day for which this sorely pre~sed but c~ur
ageous people have been longmg ever smce
.
. that tragic day of May 10, 1940, has finally
dawned: How many prayers have been sent up in
their behalf. throughout the world. How their own
souls have agonized in struggle, prayer, and persecution looking to the Lord for deliverance. Finally, after four years and four months the light is
beginning to break through. To be sure, the fighting is still bitter. At the present writing reports
of the British airborne troops near Arnhem are far
from rosy. But, with the help of God, the Allies
have made Holland and from there they will push
on, however hard and tough the going to Berlin
may be. Holland still rnay have to l®l?ass through
deep shadows. Her losses will become' even greater
than they are today. But. there is a great under1ground army of determined and righteously indignant men and women who know the day of their
complete deliverance cannot be far off.
After all the suffering and bloodshed, after all
the cruelty and inhumanity of the enemy, after
all the treachery and deceit, after all the heartaches and the losses, the Lord God, the Almighty,
who reigneth, brings forth light out of darkness,
gain out of loss, life out of death! With deep gratitude to. all those of Dutch blood, wherever they
may find themselves in this distraught age and warracked world, will greet the day of the complete
liberation of brave little Holland. Even the socialists will shout themselves hoarse when the Queen
again sets foot upon the soil of the Fatherland.
Holland has again shown itself a great people.
With a loyalty and tenacity which has not seen· it.~
equal possibly even in Norway, this people stood
its ground when the enemy would destroy its soul.
We~many of us of Dutch blood-wh@ have lived
these years beneath the shelter and security of the
Stars and Stripes, ·have often marveled at the cour. age, the indomitable perseverance, the heroism of
B:olland's people. We have thanked God for the
faith of the Christian people of Holland. Our hearts

CJ
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have rejoiced .to hear of the deepening of the faith
of these people of God when cast into the crucible
of suffering and anguish. We firmly believe th;:i.t
out of this welter. of misery and pain Go.d in his
good providence will bring forth a purified people,
deepened in their devotion to Him, to their church,
and to their land.
·
What has filled us repeatedly these trying years .
with wonder artd silent amazement when listening
to voices from Holland is the supremacy of the
spiritual note. The Dutch clergy have shown ;:i.
glorious faith. They knew what was at stake. They
wrestled for the soul of the people. In the mfdst
of p h y s i c a 1 suffering and impoverishment they
agonized over the spiritual treasures: freedom to
worship God, loyalty to the Gospel of Christ, the
need for humiliation, the call not to self-pity but to.
self-examination and penitence. The voice of the
Church has not been s i 1 enc e d-could not he
silenced by the Nazi invader. Even when Hitler;s
s.wastika was unfurled over Holland, not Hitle.r or
his henchmen, but the Lord Jesus Christ was :King
of B:is Church and ruled in the hearts of His people
in Holland
May God, who kept Holland, make her great
again in all that makes a nation great when once
her liberation has been completed!
c. B.

Dispensationalism and
Premillennialism

.
cA

N ECCLESIASTICAL deliverance of a .
Presbyterian or Reformed Church in the ·
matter of Dispensationalism and Premil.
lennialism is not an everyday occurrence.
In May of this year such a deliverance was handed
down by the General\ Assembly of the Presbyterian.
Church in the U. S., better known as the Southern
Presbyterian Church. The question which had been
raised assumed the following precise form: "Is the
type of Bible interpretation known as Dispensa:.
tionalism in harmony with the C o n f e s s i o n of ·
Faith?"
The Ad Interim Committee on Changes in •tfie .·.
Confession of Faith and Catechisms rendered its
report, which, with a slight amendment was
adopted. Here is the position of the Report, which
has now become the official interpretative state,..
ment of the General Assembly on the issue in question. "It is the unanimous opinion of your Commit·
tee that Dispensationalism as defined and set forth
above is out of accord with the system of doctrine
set forth in the Confession of Faith; not primarily
or simply in the field .of eschatology, but because
it attacks the very heart of the theology of our
Church, which is unquestionably a theology of the
Covenant of Grace. As Dr. Chafer clearly· recog'.c
nizes, there are two schools of interpretation represented here, which he rightly designates. as "Covenantism" as over against "Djspensationalism."
37

(Bibliotheca Sacra, Vol. 100, No. 399, p. 338}, In
fact, the divergence of Dispensaticmalism trom the
Covenant Theology of our Church is so obvious to
·nr: Chafer that he suggests a revision of the standards of the Church. so as to make room for those
who no longer hold to the Reformed tradition of a
Covenant Theology. (Ibid., p. 345) ."
After explaining that this Report, if adopted by
.the General Assembly (as it subsequently was), is
not to be taken as a· substitute for or amendment
to the Constitutfon nor as an amendment to the
ordination vows of office bearers, the Committee
adds the following sfatement of clarification: "Most,
if not all, adherents of the type of Diqpensationalisrn dealt. with in this report hold the Premillennial
view of our Lord's return; but not all Pre~illen
nialists accept this form of Dispensationalism.
Therefore, the Committee wishes to make it clear
that .it has endeavored solely to consider the partieular type of biblical interpretation defined above,
and kno~n as Dispensationalism and that it understood the assignment of the Assembly to limit it
to this task. In view of this fact, this report should
not be considered as in any sense a criticism of
Pfernillennialism as ·such."
We ~ay possibly be permitted to make a few observattohs suggested by this decision of the Southern Presbyterian General Assembly.
1; It .is gratifying to note in this deliverance the
emphasis on the significance and value of a theology
that shall be grounded in the Covenant of Grace.
lV[ay the consciousness of this covenantal theology
be deepened and enriched 1n American Presbyter.;.
ian and Reformed Churches.
2. The distinction between Dispensationalism
and Premillennialism, the former of which alone is
. declared to be in conflict with the (Westminster)
Confession of Faith, will undoubtedly play a greater
role in forthcoming discussions on this subject. In
this connection it may not be amiss to state how
unfounded is the judgment sometimes heard in
Premillennial circles that the Christian Reformed
.Church by its doctrina.l . deliverances in. the Bultema-Maranatha case at its 1918 Synod condemned
anyone believing in the premillennial coming of
ovr Lord. The fact is that the position repudiated
was the denial of the present Kingship of Christ
over His Church and the denial of the continuity
of the Old and the New Testament dispensations of
the Church.
·
3. Possibly the best exposition of the difference
between the biblical interpretation of Dispensationalism on · the one hand and of the Reformed
Faith on the other is found in Dr. Oswald T. Allis'
address on "Present-Day Interpretations of the
. Word of .God" delivered at the Second American
Calvinistic Conference and published. in The Word
of God and ·the Reformed Faith (Baker's Book
Store, Grand. Rapids, Mich. $1.)
38

4. Recognizing the validity of the· distinction on
this score between Dispensationalism and Premillennialism, we submit that the question where the
line between the two is to be drawn, and the further question whether the latter fits in with the
genius of the Reformed Theology, can (and probably will) serve as a basis for fruitful further dis· C. B ..
cussion.

Let Us Have More
Calvinistic Conferences
3:E need for the deepenin? an~ clarifi. cat.ion. ·
of our God-centered Faith is a constant
one. We rejoice that the glory and the
power of Calvinism ls increasingly being.
recognized and enjoyed by many. We must b~
come enthusiastic .proponents of our Faith. Those
who are babes in Christ should grow in the knowledge, . experience, and daily practice of this Faith.
We must preach and live a full-orbed, God-centered, all-inclusive Christianity. This calls for diligent study, constant enthusiastic propagand.a, and
a prayerful devotion.
·
·
As a direct result of the recently held Jackso;n
Regional Calvinistic Conference, the Presbytery of
Central Mississippi requested the Program Committee of the Mountain Retreat Association to ar.;.
range a series of programs on the subject of Calvinism during the Summer Conferences. Another
direct result of the inspiration of the Jackson Conference, we are told, has been the appointment of
one 9f the ~inisters of the Southern Presbyterian ·
Synod of Mfssissippi to speak on "The Reformed
Principles of Worship.'.'..
Recently we have· also received word of a repre'sentative Calvinistic Conference held in Bloem"'.
fontein, South Africa. This conference (which the
Afrikaanders call a "Kongres") was a merger of two
existing organizations, the one known as the. Calvinistic Alliance ("Bond"), and the other the CalvinistiC Study Group ("Studiekring"). This merger
is an indi ca ti on of the desire of all C a 1 v i n i st i c.
groups in South Africa to stand shoulder to shout.
der in order to accomplish greater things by united
effort. The united organization plans to hold conferences and to publish Calvinistic literature. It is
heartening to notice a deep and growing interest in
Calvinism in more than one of the Reformed groups
in South Africa. The membership in the new asso""
ciation is from various church groups.
The latest interest in a possible regional Calvin-·
istic Conference has become manifest in California.
Inspired by the report of the Jackson Conference
and the enthusiastic response. on the part of the
Mississippi Calvinists to this undertaking, a number of friends in California called a preliminary
meeting of men representative of various church
groups who would be interested in such a Conference. The response has been fine so far and plans
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for the Conference will be going forward. It was
the editor's privilege to be present as adviser at
one such committee meeting this summer. It is encouraging to note that also in this case various denominational groups are banding together in this
venture.
In these days, when every group makes propaganda for that in which it believes, shall we not
speak forth of the great things of God to· a world
that needs Him more sorely than anything else?
May every obstacle be overcome and our testimony be heard to the. glory of God!
c. B.

stake; The greatest danger .to which we expose
ourselves by calling into action passioµs of animosity and bitterness in our own fold. is the, dange,r
of d_efacing ourselves. Quentin Reynolds in his The
Curtain Rises makes the pertinent observatiori:
"You read the most senseless, absurd speeches by
some of our duly elected members of Congress, and
you shudder and wonder why they don't inform
themselves about conditions before they spout at
great length and always within the framework of.
their preconceived political convictions, When you
return you are laboring under the apparently .absurd delusion that we are at war with Japan and
Germany. Reading some newspapers, you might
be pardoned for thinking that we are at war With
Britain and with the· President of the United
Roosevelt and
States."
Dewey
The personal hatred of some people for .the presE FIND it difficult to get excited about ent incumbent of the White House borders on the
this presidential campaign. The usual psychopathic. But in these days of Nazi ideology
·
bla-bla to which we are wont to be treat,. and Nazi technique we not only become familial'
ed every four years sounds more inane with the psychopathic but also realize perhaps betthis year than ever before. r presume it. is rank ter than. ever before how tenuous the ·line ·Of de;:-.
heresy, but the present writer sees absolutely no , marcation really is between the psychopathic and
sense in the current political campaign and could the demonic. And let us not forget that also the
wish we had somethfng comparable to the British· great Lincoln knew what if me.ant to be hated by
system, under which all national elections are dis·- the very people to whom he dedicate.cl the b.est :that
pensed with for the duration of tpe war. But under he had.
the American system we will have to go through
To me it seems consummate folly .to gi\re ourthis useless ordeal -even in these critical and trying selves a blow in the face and boost the morale of
~ays.
a cunnfng and diabolical enemy who is far from deThe greatest danger to which we are exposed by feated (whether in war or peace) by repudiating
this coming campaign is that we shall take our eye the leadership of a wise and masterful pilot who has
.off the ball and forget that we are still in the midst guided· the ship of state through the t ur bu le ft t
of a gigantic undertaking of war-and-peace-mak- waters of world war and international upheaval and·
ing in which the highest interests of ourselves and commit the rudder to the pathetically inexperienced
of the liberty-loving nations of the world are at hands of his opponent.
C. B.

.
W
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Calvinistic Training
in a Disillusioned World
Louis Berkhof
President Emeritus Calvin Seminary

[This is the second and concluding instalment of Professor
Berkhof's Commencement Address. The first part appeared in
. the August-September issue.-EDITOR.]

!HERE is another line of thought that found
considerable favor during the last hundred
years, which is also receiving a terrible jolt
as a result of this global war, in ,which·
practically all the nati~hs of the world· are involved,
and which threatens the whole civilization of the
. past. It is the line of thought suggested by the
philosophy of evolution applied to the history of
the progress of the human race, and tlien not only
to its material, but also to its moral and spiritual
development.

Advancement of
the Human ijace
Our interest at present .ceenters particularly in
.the potion that by a perfectly natural process, that
is, without the operation of any supernatural , factor, mankind is slowly but surely scaling the
heights of morci.l and spiritual perfection. This is
not to be understood .as a process in which man is
purely-passive, but one in which .he is active, and
in which the relative speed of the progress will depend on his activity. Bearing in min:d that man
descended. from some now extinct species of the
anthropoid apes, originally dwelt in the forests,
rnoved about on all fours, and had arboreal habits,
he has already come a long way, and has by a
purely natural process made wonderful advancement. But this might have been greater if man,
after reaching the stage of' a self-conscious and responsible being, had made greqter'. efforts to help
the evolutionary process along. Rauschenbusch
says that, if man had been more alert in that respect, J.:ie would even now be talking on a level with
angels.
.
But even as it is, civilized man left the animal
stage far behind him, and changed from a barbarian to a highly respectable human, being, with
great intellectual power, witli a keen sense of moral
re,sponsibility, and even with deeply religious feelings anca aspirations. And he is ~till on the upward
march, improving as the years go by. Just now he
breaking away from the individualism that ch.aracteri:Zed him in the past, and is developing into a
truly social being. He is now gaining a greater
consci.ousness of mutual duties and responsibilitfes,
. and. an ardent longing for the establfShment of a

is
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universal brotherhood, which might be called the
· Kingdom of God. The new community of his hopes
is a brotherhood knit together by ·the bonds of love
and motivated by love in all its actlvities,. a kingdom founded on righteousness and enjoying the
blessings of a permanent peace. The development
of this kingdom on earth is the grand ideal, at once
the solemn duty and the high privilege of man. According to many it is the only salvation in store .for
the children of men. We are told repeatedly that
\Ve must get away from the other-worldly religion
of the past, and should make it entirely a matter
of the present world. The opinion is widely preva-:
lent that it is not only possible for men to establish
such a kingdom on ea:rth., but that the plans for it
are already being perfected, and that the ideal is
practically within the grasp of man and will soon
be realized. John Addington Syrnonds sings of that
glorious future in these inspiring words:
1

"These things shall be! A loftier race
Then e'er the world hath known shall rise
With flame. of freedom in their souls,
And· light of knowledge in their eyes.
They shall be gentle, .brave and strong,
To spill no drop of blood, but dare
All that may plant man's lordship firm
On earth and fire, and sea, and air.
Nation with nation, land with land,
Unarmed shall live as comrades free;
In every heart and brain shall throb
The pulse of one fraternity.
New arts shall· bloom of loftier mould
And mightier music thrill the skies,
And every life shall be a song
When all the earth is paradise.
These things-they are no dreams-shall be
For happier men when We are gone;
These golden days for them shall dawn,
Transcending ought we gaze upon."

Vain Optimism
Can men keep these optimistic hopes alive in
these trying days? Have they not vanished like a
mirage in the desert? Do not many questions such
as these arise in the hearts of disillusioned men:
Is it true that modern man has left barbarism far
THE CALVIN FORUM
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vvartant the notion tbat men ih general haye grown to mal!y embarrassing questions and to .el).gend~r Cl·
better morally, ,i;lnd even religiously? Are the men feeling of frustration in many a heart. l refer. to ·
or this generation more righteous, more charitable, the doctrine o:.(the social gospel as. the .on~ gospel
and more brotherly than those of previous genera- that points outthe real way for the speedy an4
tions; . and are ·all their actio:ns ccmfrolled by the effective establishment of the Kingdom of God <)iJ. .··
mptive of love? Does not this war give evidence. earth. The underlying supposition of it is t}iat. J
of something quite different from theapproaching man has it in his power to establish the Kingdcun;
brotherhood· of men and nations? An.d if the .only especially under the inspiring ex.ample. of the one,
. salvation men can exped is that el).joyed in a king.- perfect man, Jesus Christ. Its fundamental posi- ·
. - dom of God established on earth by the hand of tion is that the preachers should not spend tliei:r< •
rn~• is not this .salvation still far distant, and can precious. time in trying to snatch .a few firebra11Cls
the present generation ever hope to enjoy it? Does from the burning, but should bend all theif efforts
the history of tl;}e past :really justify the· expecta- to extinguish the fire. The .individual gospel l'.il~\Y
ti on th<it · man will ever be able tb realize these have some value, but is. too. slow ·in. its . workings•.<
· fond hopes?
.
.
.
and does not have any appreciable effect on i:ne
j-\U. such questions as these testify to a. disap- social• organism. Hence the ininisters of the gospe,J
pointment imd a . disillusionment wh~ch the Calvin:. should use..all the means at their comm~nd tq
ist does not share. He. does not :regard man as a change the social organism, the environment . irr
cre_ature that is gradually rising to ever higher . which men live and move· from da:y to day. )VI<;!n ·
mo'ral and spiritual levels by a perfectly .natural cannot be good in an evil enviromnent, nor cai;rthey.
process, but as a fa!1en being that ca:n be raised be evil in a good environment. If just s?cial rela..
from the depths of sin only by the supernaturaland tions are established in the various sph<~.res of:th~
·saving grace of God. He knows that apart from this. social organism,. men will naturally turn to the ·.
grace..there may be .ever Iner.easing prosperity, right like duck~ take to the water: Allthit:J me~ns
great intellectual achievements~ much external cul- that society must be changed before the indivi4ualsy
ture and respectability, and even an iinposi:ng .mani- constituting it cari be changed. / ..·.. ·····
·.
\ ).
festation of normal religioll; and will-worship; but
And Wchich are the means suggested by Jhe, socic;lt~ :';
Ileis'als() painfully aware of the fact. that, .in spite gospel for the reformati9n of .$0Ciety and, .t~~ r~ .c?\:
of ail this; the. internal corruption of. the human newal of the world? :Not the gospel bf r;edemPti~Ii: ·
heart remains, and that there is. a gradually de- through the atoning blood of Jesus Christ. Tt1is .~s ::,
veloping kingdom of evil, controlled by the spirit entirely antiquated. Not the gospel pf the renevt"' · ~'.
of Antichrist. This kingdom, he feels, is. bound to ing grace of God through the operation o~ the H:~JY:".·~y 1
reveal itself in every domain of life in an ever in- Spirit, for man does not really. stand in need;'o~·i·.·;
creasing measure,. and in occasional outbursts of supernatural renewal, but only of better instrtt?:.... :.\)
tr:emendous wickedness; and will at last come to tion, proper guidance, and helpful suggestio_h*·'a)head in theappea:rance' or the man of sin. He Man must be taught to love his fellow~men, to valu& ;l
does mot look for ·a universal brotherhood of men right relations in· every domain. of life, and to a,.P"'J'.';:
.on thfo earth, nor does he expect man to establish preciate the good life. He must be made to sliar~·;;5:
the King~orri of God, since this is the prerogative the blessings of education in . a greater meast.tre 1
of God. For him that Kingdom is on the one hand and should be trained especially for good citizer\~- :/
~.present spiritual reality, 0£ which he is even now ship. His. living conditions must be improved bf·
a citizen, and in which he is already sure of ulti- social reforms, and he must be given ample tinte :;:;•;
ni~te perfect salvation; but on the other hand also, for recreation. In short, education, civilization, tl:1~/ ···
a Jµture hope to be realized only at the return of promulgation ·of good laws, and all kinds of soci~l;
. J:EJsus Christ, when h,eaven and earth will pass improvements, are the recommended means for t}i~< y
away, and there will. be a new· heaven and a new betterment of society and the salvation of man;
el3_tth, the habitat of a kingdom of r:ighteousness
This social .·gospe.1, in.cludin.g the means . it em,~.'.:.-' .,
and peace. According to Isaiah the much wished·
fo:r.· chang·e in the life of men can only :res.ult from ployed, was lauded as the most speedy and the mos]>
effective remedy for the ills of the world; and was
. the operation of the poured-:out Spirit of God. When e nth u s i a st i c ally preached both in th.e. hom.e
that Spirit works, "then justice shall dwell in the
wilderness;. and righteousness shall abide in the churches and on the mission fields. One of itsar-'
fruitful .field. And the work of righteousness shall dent advocates once said that,. when he visited the
York, and
.•. ·.
be peace; and the effect of righteousness, quietness East Side· in New
·
· saw the housesinwhich
·
and confidence for ever." Isa.' 32 : l6, lJ.
the people lived, the filthy surroundings .in wh;i<;:h
they.·moved from day to day, the ragged clothes
of the children,. (lnd. the_ dirty streets.in whichth..ey'
Disappointed with
played,-he . then realized that to change::: thest:!
th~ ~ocictl Gospel
people required something stronger than. Johll Ca:l..;
Finally, I would briefly call your attention to one vin's irresistible grace. That stronger remedy he .
. 'more doctrine, which has becotneve:ry popular dur- found in the· social gospel.

.
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cep.h1ry, and, Jts votaries alread,y claimed<for it
qn rrwre than one oct;asion wqnderful results. in
. the re-making of the world. But now the dis.turbfog t4ing is that in those same<fifty years, an.d ·in
Jact•within the life:-time of a single generat~on, the
World has been afflicted with two such, terrible wars
;;is; it. l'.las. · never known. before, the second . one of
th.ese ·being far worse than the ·first. Is it any wond~r.th.at m;;iny of those who pinned their hopes 011
tl:le••. social .gospel, .are. disappointed and . .troubled
and.confused? Need.it sµrprise any. one that they
;;i:re now asking: Was not. the boasted .improvement
of the 2w:orld purely illusory? :Qid the soc,ial gos:p~I.;:i,nclthe> c~re~ it recommended .really .go. down
tp>the<rot>t of the trouple? Did it not merely cover
l.; i ·. <t}j~ imperfections and,· evils of the social structure
~ ·, .•.·•. •. ~ith·il thin veneer. of ret>pectabjlity, barely. cover!/, [·~ir1gthe festering sores; and leavirigthe inner. putre.: > • f.ilction; tmtouched? Has it given a correct and com. plete qjagnosis .of the diseases of the social org!lnisJ:)l? Can the ills of life really be cured by patent
.. medjt;ines·· (lnci ..exte.rnal.. applications,. or does this .
.. <:;a.IJ for something. f11r m.ore. penetrati11g and speci:: :ficZ:And. .if no perceptible heq,dway h(ls yet been
· . mAd.e in,. the improvement·. Qf the. w:qrkl, ,but things
s~eJ:)lto.be.getting worse,. and this i$ the only way
)h. y.rhich the Jives of ,individuals Gan be renewed,
. . ·li·ow long will it be before men. ~re really raised to
nigher levels
1119ral a,nd spirit11a1 lifo,? .

of

··e~Ivinistic
. ... ·.. . Realism.
.
... (~~dhere again we.saythat.H1e Cc:llvinist peed
·

.

;'

· TI.Qt be tiyubled .by .such questiops, .since his con·cepti()n of the ills of the·. world <Wd of their cure
> )~ ·f;;ir more pr.ofou;rrd. He .knows that sin; is (lt the
E9ttom .of .all the ~isery of Jife,. that not man, but

·0~1;noti,.·can provlc1e

cureA:or.•Wis, ~~cl·that.fie
offers, this cure to indiyid,ucil $inners
thE) gospel ·
Of. redeeming gr(lce, :in ari :individual rE)demptiop,
through the atoning .blood of Jesu~.Christ and ..the
renewi;rrg operation of. the. Holy Spirit He stands
strong in.the convictionthat God does not.seek•to
change the.world, in qrder to effect the redemption
of individuals; but t}iat He calls ihdividuc:tl sippers
out of the world, in order that they may serve ij:im
in extending their henefic.~nt influence to the en-.
vironment in which they live. Jle does not pelieye ·
that God intends to change the wo.rld completely
into a Kingdom ·of God in this dispensation, l::>1lt
rather expects that wickedness ~ill increase arid
will reach i.ts highest developmerit at.. the end of·.
the present age. Moreover, he is firmly con\Tiri.ced
that in the. work of redemption God does not work·
from the periphery to the. center, but ftorn'the ¢enter to the periphery. The . heart of man must ~e
changed, andit is only in the measure in which:th~s
is effe.cted that the world .will be ch(lnged. Thank
God,. some Modernists are .even how calling fqr .a
re.turn to the individu.al gospel, a gospel which also
. .
.
. ·
has. soci11l ·implic!ltions.
Clad in the armour of Calvinism, our. gradu.ates
will be kept from the major disiHui~jopJ;nents .of
li{e, which are. now disturbing sq m~ny. '!'hey w;ill
ngt '.be tempted to say that Christianity failed, j:U~t
because it did not do what.it was never infendE)d .to
dq. They.will have ahup,dant re(lsons to··thank~od
for their hless.ed. heritage, if they hut cling Jq it·
with all. their hearts. May they .as true $.oldier? of,
Jesus Christ, and in obedience to Him who.ifth.e
•captain .of their salvation, fight the. battles, of ,the
L.ord. And may they. follow tlJ.e. han:qer of the.ofq~s
wherever it leads, praise God for His wonder:fµl
work of redemption, and testify with gr'a tEi.~·u l
hearts. to His redeeming . grace· in Jesus Christ .•... ·

a

Jn

October Afternoon
hay.maker is hiding. . . ·.'.
'.'

'

'

"

. Millions 'of little streams .are falling,
.Strea.ms .of melting gray we· call rain,
:Qancing on tin roofs like fairies,
.'.l'lien; as wedded together;
Away they dance· hurriedly
])own the eavestrough.
The. trees stand naked,
. Stripped of all their beau.ty, ·
.Save for two lone leav.es
. Of. whkh one is now losing
.'Its hold and· swirls slowly d.ownwc:trd'.
:ij:anging helplessly on its withered finger;
The last leaf too yields to the Odtoher wind.

. Those trees . _. .
Which a week .or three ago
Wore gold stitched with ruby .
The. ru.de autumn-winds · ·
Tore their garments to shreds •• . .
Once mellow-green,
Then golden-red . . .
.
And here they stand, stripped, shivering!
Fearing the cold new-comer ...
Mourning the death of summer.

* * * *

~

~

From a chimney blue cl.ouds slowly w:ander
And my thoughts too wander
And ponder
On. my .approaching October.
_'._ALBERT PIERSMA
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Henry Zylstrc;(
May 4, 1944
of mind which made me want to write. Howeveri .
ff©w vividly and intensely you are present to wrfting even for myself was physicaliy awkward.
fu.y mind during these days at sea '. .. I have a kind Excitement of mind I have had-:enough to leave,
of. heightened sensation, a ferment of thought and me ·almost tired,. .. The. days hav~ peen signifieant,
feeling. Two things bring it. on: th~ magnitude of fall of fecundating stimuli, pleasantand often l1~
th~s big affair, and the vagueness and indefihite:. .pleasant ·O fora desk and privacy rather·t~an·my
·ness of it. I want to be spared for time and oppor- knee by candlelight! . I .could make some. spea1~ing
tunity to h:lake it ftH articulate. This is not the th.ing out of this riew matter .. I am ~lad mY rt)_it1d
time or .place to write well of it. The days are long. has been. active. n is .becaµse of inentalinactivity;
I wish sofue .. old friend .were with me. It would .th'e. deliberately cultivated em p tin-es s of mind
~ase the weight. 6f the. significance.. Your realistic which the army breeds, that military men fall ori
imagination can guess what this life is. Like. we cards and dice and use the language of affedel21
·anticipated. But living itis nevertheless a. crisis, Dead End kid~ . . .. I am gradually making :myself .
It brings me face to face with the elemental reali- more comfortaple and look for substantial imp:t:'ov<:J:< : .
tiE~s. I am confident ih my spirit of God's'ieading, ment: My natural milieu isnot unlike Green lY.lanthat He' has command of me. I would like to know ~ions, Out there is .a realistic a.s wc:;ll ·.as a rofiia.n~i9 < ;:
the purpose clearly. (not that I doubt) but· because side to tropical. life and. j~ngle .ar~as. The.cdconttf·)•
the vagueness hurts .my poise. They are His ap- tree is picturesque, the· cassowary h11s a crµde Call; ·
p,ointed'trials, though, and I wiil .take them on His the lizard is .a slithery thing . ; .
.
own teth:ls . . .
1Vfay 24, 1~4~ •.
May 9, 1944
I have fim1lly found a place where I cap_ wrife. ;yo.11:
(do not have that sense of a scattered personality a longer letter· ... This day, that is, the .we,c+ther/
usual to travel. The old steady interests and values was. uncommonly pleasant co,mpared with alH g.!f~-i·
continue..·The bigness impresses me. The bigness · vious ·olies. There was .s:unshine instead .ofraiti.;,f~ ..
9f the physical and moral worlds. That .and the man next to me is reading "to-day'sP Be,troit '11irtJ,:<ts! ··;
puerilityof the Army, the pettinessof the average avidly. It is dated March 17. It got here quick·.~~!~' ::
· man. "He th11t sitteth in the heavens shall laugh." that, he says '.... It is pleasant to see', that a gr9up1)•
The important things about this trip are. satisfaC·· of men can be admirably resourceful in making•• ~ •
tory. There is great discomfort. God bless you.
spot livable against bad odds. The more cleve,r a~~·;:,
industrious soon appear. MJT own tent-mates a~.e~•.:
of the. middle kind. I wish· they. were eight g~~·t/;
May 22; 1944
. Ia.min New. Guinea, There has beeri no qppor- getters. Living at such close intimacy is a deli~~~~} 'i
turlityto write before this. We have ha{l a long matter ·and needs tact .. · . The. commmr man thil).~~ .:, '.
hal'd time and will have more. By .the. grace of he. is realistic and he is always skirting arourt,d ·t~~ ;: j
Q()d. our ship came safely to port, and. by His grace truth ?f his extremely evasive moral se,lf; ·. H,o'e·. ·•
I still have plenty of heart for the. job. This is no kiddish many of these men are, even th.e older o~.~o/~ ,.,
placfo for a frail body or a dainty stomach. Nor for With tat9oed chests, their m11nliness is· skif1. d~ep·.0·~·i'";
They punctuate their silly. childish outbursts,. t!X~ll' •; .;
tI:r~ 139ft-hearted; . Our circumstances are at .the
m6h1ent elementally makeshift. Living is very un- raw elemental expressiveness with a "hell1 of a thi~i? :• •
and a "damn that" ,to show tha.t they are 'he-me.rf.~' ·
~oinfortable; quite possible, though. ]'f othing is
Most
of them have an ethical religion, with· a ·vety .' •
clear in the confusion of. these first days. I shall
broad
notion of ethics. There is no grace in it, ri()
fight for health and life all day, almost .full time
notion
of ingenerate quiet, no sense of .a right'6p
work. I. was going to wrjte frankly. This is cerwrorlg
juridical
relationship with God, no need. f\)r
tainly. the hour of sacrifice. Tell my colleagues, liv-:
worship: herlce all very sentimental .
··
ing in comfort, and my weak contemporaries that
thi9 is sp. 'Tha.t · they cari never pay for it. Good
will be . born from this, if I am individually spared
Ma .·. '25 1944: .
. . .... ·
.
. .·. . .. y 1 ··.· .··... · .....
Except for setting . and a genei:aJ pri:h}itiyeness
May 23, 1944
my life these days is not unlike at my last two 9ta~
tam sorry that I could not write daily oh the . tions. It is as Ihad anticipated. an.d is ,dnly a Pte~
vessel, for my life then stimulated an excitement lude to the real purpose which is I know n6t how
1
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;•• T ra~.i~th~ dffing ..•. L$hail )jave to ~ducat~ ~OU and
i·,: ··. ·.. '.l).lkie.t9 a life in.the rough, to, wood.and.water and
1.
b:)akeshiff comforts. Burroughs and Grayson and
Thoreau will have nothing on me. I really wea.ther
tn.ese slings and arr9ws of an putrag~ous nature
µ:n.usually .w~lL For this I am grateful to rugged
.brigins ... ·.·Existence is .. almost full time wo~k here.
· I want most now slightly better coilclitions. Keep
for J;ne a clean towel, sheet, shorts, and socks, a
clean basin, .and I will love y.ou hard and deep forever; Do nbt be. anxious ...

>

May 2Q, 1944
. . . • Do not jeopardiZe my life with fears, anx. <· iet~es,, and bootless cries, . desiring this man's scope
. •and. that man's place. Character 011ly dignifies us,
•" and th~ rest is only instrumental to .it. Failure in
• oµrse1V'e$·. commits us to another war, as past fail-:vre commits us to this. wars are chastisements and
Il)-USt beget remorse and amendment. That is the
gooci they .can do. Let's not lose that good ...

May 27, 1944
:have rigged up a :kind. of table here id my tent
•..·.5l~d,it.rnakes writillg easier.· I begin .. this before
St(pper, .··having just c o J:ri. p l.e te <i a disagreeable
} fatigue detail. I have shaved and washed. We are
;.·~ ha\ring white grapes tonight. I nibble at coconut
· • ;·• dll.1:'.l'P.g .the day; l had a chance to dry some things
. thi's afternoon . , ..I long to g r a d u a te from the
ya:gµepess pf the replacement status~ r wrant to do
· .•~:.Jol:>. lcannot at my age and with my equipment
:tp:erely exi§L I .will feel demoralization setting in
· .dfJJ;iis gges on ...

.~

r~

I;. ·.·

}/I.;,

·

.

··.

May 28, 1944
B:y s9h1e ironic contrast, I was thinking just.now,
after supper; of our Harvard experience . ~ ... This
"\'r'!ting by candlelight at· ari improvised .desk near
)p.y
own cot is pleasant. The group has gone to see
1
< a, picture: I appreciate this .solitude; I .continue ·to
•. tyisl1. that I could be alone more. l do not believe
that under these. circumstances introspection,
~ven introversion, is. unwholesome . . . Sometime I
~}iflll explore: . for coral figures, the chambered
l1i:ijlti1us and other shells. And I. mean to see what
o/e. foreigners call natives: T)jere too the squ~llor
an(} privation will probably outweigh the touristfglder. charm. But they probably will be more fully
.human than the soldiers. Have I ever told you how
a routine job is done in the Army? Something
p.eeds· doi11g: an ·area cleaned of rubbish, a latrine.
dug, a supply tent put up. Such wo.rk is called a
· '.ifatigue detail." Some twenty men. are haphafardly designated at this detail, put "in· charge" .of a
non-com. You take off for the job. By' the time
yqu get there, four or five of them have "goofed off."
Others glide aw~y in process; A few are urbanites,
used to. pavements an.d ledgers. They try, com'plain. about th.e tools, the place,.the weather, ·and
move no dirt. Two or t}).ree, rough bred, unobtru-

and

sive,.have' tbe st~adf. ~wirig,tb.~ lon~ strok.e;. •Th_ey
do the ·work These three might better.· have be.eh
selected in the first place. . The .· other seventeen
might better have been left .at home. An old Army
man .is useless. The. oldest . I know-he knows all
the modes of evasion-1.arrived late today. Tugged
a moJ;nent at a rope.•. Goofed off. Came back, and
gr:abbed a tarpaulin. The rotten thing tore. He
got disgusted and left in a huff. I hear his dice
now striking a crap boar<;\,. He is the typic;;tl Army
product; Only those men are any good in the .;piili""
tary who were lately civilians, and they are. gqod
only in so far as. they have resisted the .military
way;. if something of the old go-getter isstillthere,
the old love ofthorough work, the old enthusiftsin
and resourcefullless. They do the work. I k11ow .
now that I shall, i.fI cah, oppose all propaganda ;or ·
a large standing Army. A go6d.Army is .a citi;~en ··
Army; a bad one is a military. one. But there will;
of course, be. much maneuvering after the war:, for
there are.a lot of merely physical bodies, dull heaG(s,
who want the front, th.e. dress uniform, the pall§,
apd the powrer of force which peace time army men
have. Such. boys must all be taken care of, and
will .be. And all their puppets, the G.I. J()es, W:h()
''bitch" now, will then "gold b.rick" in. their.fa:<;tories, argue. wrages and hou:r:s, figure everybo~y
owes them a living because of. what they "went
thrqugh," live mechanically as they we;re taught in
the Army, and play at cards and.dice .. How puerile;•
how downright childish men are.. Always. at cros§
purposes with. their loose. a_nd meaningless se1vei:;,
they still· flare up. when at some ungµessable sensi-:-:.
tive .point, they decide to be tough; They are Vet;Y.
naive, very amusing, apd very petty. There.•tn.Uat.
be e~ceptions, but they are not. the evident on.es.11
they are not typical . . .
1VIay 29, 19-H:·

It may be that I shall learn to go fo bed ea:pliet:
from my Army life. Our candles. are limited, there
are. mosquitoes, and. under cover on my cot i§ :a
good ·place to be after dark. I'm so used to ).~g'"
gings that I shall want them to trudge to schoo1'Wi!4 .
after the war. They are an excellent ?-ll aroup.cL
protection against rain, mud, and·. creeping tfirpgs
with legs ... I ·was t 0 have done some postal "'79d{
today but it seems tO have. fallen through.. W;~Jl,
I can always boil fatigues by the stream's edge ; ·
May 30, 1944 .·
There has been some routine work around here
lately: Evenings have been mine, but·. I have not
yet been able to get to books or magazines, and
candle ratioping has set in. I save the wax, melt it
with a piece of rope 'in a peanut can and use it
again. The bags of mail reported waiting have not
yet reached us. It is well over a month .now that
I. have heard. from you. r get no war news, have
heard nothing of actiqns since! reached this place
My shipboard tan is giving .way to the ugly
TIU~
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· ata}Jtineyelldw.. TJ:ie Jl1Elll k11ow the pew.··c:urrency
vaJue~ now and play dice without hesitancy again

the gr~ndeurof the Divine s(:)vereignihi~ (:)wn; ~~le
shqu1d be one of relaxation. .His .understa11dable ar... ·
rogam:e here , wholly gives way ·to the: Christiaµ
humility. Itis. a beautiful thing: !sometimes have
a11 overweening, illegitimate a:r}xiety to be. greatly>
useful. ·Now that I simply cannot in these days,
weeks, months perhaps, I should not fret to.o much.·
For this uselessness in view of the sacrifice 6Lthe
situation chafes me most and wears me. down At·
time~. My attempts.to escape it are almost Pafhetfo;
I must wait with calm and indifference, with sortie;.;
thing .of the fat apathy of the typical soldier .. ,

June), 1944
:lf my hand'Y:riting is a bit irregul.ar this morning
it is becaus~ I am back to my knee. again. I changed
loca~ion slightly, having just made the last one
habitable: Here, though, I. have a better flQor; better lavatory, and expect today to get it into line
withthe last ... My main peeve here is the mud,
the rain, the mud, and the incessant need for washing c~othes .. It's. always bricks without straw. One
must find the nails arid knock them in with a stone
.
· ·
June.4. ':r944
!.i,~
... I se~ enoqgh for volumes of gall, but h,;ive the
'
..
lucky.· detachment called humor. This means· there
There has been some activity.about my functiorn
is. still pride in me. There .should be.. I'm very it is favorable, definitely 1 anci appropriate. Its i!ri~
l?robably the most highly educated man in New portance I do not yet. know and its natq;re I ..can:". ·
Guinea:
not state . • . Among the officers I have met tpere
.are some gentlel1}en who know the ineqqalit)i'?of
sacrifice among the military '¢en, ,and are. nof so .
June 2, 1944
Jqne 1 was for me a vexatious day because of. a bar-conscious or directi~e-ridden as~ to igrior~hthe
local tussle with an authority: he had the. Nazi qualifications of the enlisted man. Ther:e (lre. SQm'e .
niind that loves ''duty l:>y directive" andregimenta- who go the extra .mile, trudge about. in the r(l!rf
tion, and J thsmghtwhat hope against such typical with you, because they are interested. And t.p_~re
obtuseness. Then at 6 P.M. it became a gala day: are others who already have the regimentatio111.thJr
your many dear letters from 26 ApriI through 16 artificiality of a traditioll'-laden mih tar:y cop.veJ;itI()n
·
· ..·
1VIay, sent .to·· the old address, came. This note is in their marrow .. ·.
simply. an acknowledgment; I. shall read. and reread, try soon to give you a long one in return ...
June 6,., ·1944
..... Your letters are all I have, for the old stupidity
Sunday evening, at the Red Cross ;retreat, Ibeg(l,h
a· letter to· you and then became· interested in negro
spirituals. These colored· men proved better tha;fi'. , ·
their white audience; I was affected by their moq~, ··:
><
.
.
.
• . .· . June 3, 1.944
•·I am at a Red Cross institution, rough:·hewn but esty and feeling. A disagreeable detai.l had. ~~~,.,·:
. comfortable. .Your many ffne letters·.· inspired me to tended well into Sunday. and I did not·· finish tlJ.~,'.;,'
ro-ake •a writing desk,· my second-the other stayed letter.. Yesterday was my most interesting day;ye~)·:i;:;''
behind. But I wanted even better· than that to- going about in the matter of my .fl.lnction. I 'd.:0 . i''
night, and here I have chair, table, and light. You not.know what it is to be: I am satisfied, definit~ly;\ '
.'V\Tto~e of a chaI1ge in me, of e*periences you are by the trend ... J have met the,intelligentsia Q+·;\:(
.µot sharing and ·are never· to fathom. Yes, there this spot: Russ, an editor and teaGher .of socia;l·>· ·
~Ube disturbing changes. But love is not love 9cience; his assistant, John, probably bontine:h.ta~ }•
ivhiGh alters when it alteration finds ... At bottom refugee, author of books, on social lab.or problem§;\~:.·;"
ram not diffe:rent here. A bay is a bay anywhere, another John, Ph.D. Columbia, teacher of socictl~?;J
crTI:Cl . trees a:r~ trees, and roughing· it. is something .sciences; author of a successful textbook.iri gove~l}-;.:,''.1
I,can endure .. I am educated, you know, a:hd al- ment. Good fellows, working clerically, witho~t;./>:
tnQugh Lam often wrought up, . and anxious, and stripes even. Doing a job, though, and. making~·<·/
1t1ll.ch shaken, I regain the poise. Yes, in. this. there life of it because they must ... Tell Tukie. there•i{.' ·;•·
iSa religious eleme.nt. Especially on shipboard you h.ere at my tent a little black kitten, and .near fr ·
know full wellthat precaution, and many men are. a dog who fetches. coconuts out of the water, one
hqt enough, and I was able sometimes then simply ageless .old rooster, a baby kangaroo with £orepaw9·
to ,relax in a kind of surrender. to God's leading. soft as lier fingers, and a resplendent ring,..necked
Providence is not a fiction; Here I want .to be care- parrot.
fu1 not to boast of an unreal serenity-,-for I have
had Gethsemane's then and again. · I have hard
June 7, 1944.
I am not doing anything today and I have. a gd(;)d
tirri.es. And certainly His people must acknowledge.
Him. and .give Him way· or there ·is no p~aise, no place to do it in. I imagine that Americans gehet.worsJ:iip, no glorification ... Milton's sonnet on his ally are excited today .. I have .seen· a bulletin ar1~
blindness struck me with force on the sea and since. nouncing the fall of Rome and the i :h v a s i o n of
So passionate and self-denying in his endeavor to France. There was no detail. It is a big event. ·I
have God's will done "on earth" as well as in Jong for swift aggressive prosecution of the war,
heaven, he is so.sure in that sonnet that overagainst I together with .the other eleven million. And hope
,
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th~ more· I '.\.feel that
l'ny ha:dest'fask
.e~r.tlestly ·for success~; ihthe huge.~European· wl:lr. men'
. '·. . /' . '<. ; . '. ·.
.· .. ·
·. ·--.. '
: ,'
' ' \,' ' ''
(J~tr1ing here does !nake lhe implications . of. war

to 'keep peace with myselt 'this will change

only trayel among them can. bring home . . . How
the little taken-for.::granted things .back home seem
all important: a decent cup of coffee, an. egg, a bit
.of butter,. sunshine, paved walks, opportunity to
};>uy, a glass of water, a hot .shower. Little things,
<1tr~n't they, and' yet, if you do .not have them,. they
a:r.e worth fighting Wars for .. i .

that feeling; the situation is greatly ag:iin~t it.
Many men simply serve an availability role most '
of the tiine: thence the psych?logkal problem .•..
Achanceto contr:ibutemay come; itrnay not Even
Army "big-shots'\ often get no chance to .score,
They can move only in a well-grooved curricle;
such is the conduct of Army business . . .

ylvid. .The •overWhehning di,.stances are something become serviceably useful, .but most .men.

. ·.·. .
.
·
Jurie 8, 1944
..lam useful today. Strange news, is it not, from
.the· Army? I. am 1 grateful for . respite .from
.broom, .and hence do not mind lingering
·•. . . uricommbnly wet today, and .saying that
'll'.ere call: make you guess Why I mentioned sun"
1$hihe among t,he thingsto return to, worth fighting
Cfort, ... Circumstances are qead against anything
<like ~re~ti:ve reading or writing just now.. I aII1 terriJ:>Iy jealous of· .. time. All the o1d . scholars, the
xlip,uc~:i;'s/ Sydney's, Milt.on's, were soldiers some~
wh~r~ along their career, but o how grandly, com~
pated .with these innumerable multitudes of men
ancF techniCal buncombe. I observe there Js no
d~~:rth of good men. I see .many excellent nien
. doing lamentably picayune work Often there is
· .iio'pther :{{ind of thing t}iat needs doing. There are
•SQ):llany imponderables that the Army must reckon
with, ~tis when you see inferior men in a responsibleseat that you grieve to your souf · • ·

ppt

June 15, 1944
There are men enough of caliber enoug:h in the
place l am working h) teach a· ~u~l-fledged 9olleg~
. . ·• I have learned a. lot about the Army in the
past week, regret the necessity for such a blunting,
dulling .routine p,s its work comes to, and. try. t()
"adjust." What a wealth of fiction and drama t.his
war is going to evoke. New local color, new psy- ·
cho~ogical experiences: Ahd every man of the
my:riads reacting · differently. Although . the :uniformity the. Army prizes saturates 111ind. and s~ul
at last and the men, if they respond ideally,J:?ecome as rlike as well-oiled l::>.all bearings in a wheel
... Though I got}irough the mo.tions of assen,J, I
shall resist all.regimentation of. the spirit~this re"'
quires constant alertness and pr()digious ~ff,ott ·• I
shall ask you for reading and study materials whe1r
1 am better settled . . '. I wish you would co11n,sel
me to patience for I strain at the reins, and (lIP
driven, and caripot go. Like dream phobias an~yrn..r
cannot escape ... If only all these .millions could
gird up their Joins tonight and all simultaneo11sly) ·
assault and press the attack and sohave done<y{itl;i ·
it! Invasion news comes through thinly, .slowly:Jt
sounds good ... God bless you, my dear, and give
you courage, and patience, and peace. My p]:'ay~rs
are always for you.
· • ..,
·
. ·d ·
•. ··· ··f·.· '1
[EDITORIAL FOOTN.OTE: We know that ourreaets >V.J.11.<e~1
favored, as did. we, when Mrs .. Zylstr!l consent~4 t.o ~p}):ip1t.
1

June 11, 1944
·,!used to write you that Army activities reminded ·
hfe o:fa game at which boys play, and in the best
:G~tin sense of the word, I called it· puerile .. This
i:mpression continues here. The sham-work, I mean,
. · . ~rrd. much more I do not .care just now to particu· · lati. z. e.··. .... • i I s. ee som.e Au···s. sies, s.wa.nk ,and car.efree
iµ their English.;;bred· world1y-wis dom. Th
. . ey are
na.r
.
d;·• fyeather:-.stripped, nobody's ..... fools, rakish in excerpts from the letters of her talented husband for publ1ctit1011
.
.
d
rk
t
I to THE .CALVIN FORUM. From the nature of the case, ()n}y th(:I
. >P:lieir,jaunty b.ig. hats an/ .pyjcima-.1 e. pans .•. ·. le!Js personal elements of the~eJetfors have.been i;el~cteg.~,;·\ye,
.; •.i.thilik.:the Americans amuse them, for the Ameri- have read these excerpts with deep re~pect and a.d!111i:at19p,.
·
··
· ·
·· M
l't · ·
d ·
What an. observant mmd! What a dehcately sens1tive.so:ull
),1ailS are not modest · • · . . etropo 1 an men Offil- what. beauty of Chtistian character f()rged by .the HE1a";~P,JY
•.n..••.a.t.e.. ··.the tern.•per .of A. rmy gro.up.s, n.ot th.e coun.try Fath.er·out of.the mud, filth, and heat.of.New GumeaLAnd·it~l
· b ·· · Th 't · b h th
· t t · ·d
W
of this heightened in spiritual value for us as re~deri; by' r~a~
()Y~· ·... e Cl Y IS ras , · e coun ry lffil · · ·
e 'son of the fact that these excerpts were not wm.tten bY/l;nlJI
~r.·e.·. •.•s. ·. t<itrVed for invasion news-distribution of bul- with a view to publication, For the benefit..of those whci. ate
·. · .
. not personally acquainted w~th the Zyls.t;ras, :"e,m~r .s~.Y.t~at
1..e·t·lnS
IS. Very .poor,
the writer. of these penetratmg observatrons ts. 1U cmhall hfe
1

June 13, 1944
··There is no constructive challenge in work here
~t the. moment. I hope this will change, but the
I see of the job, the organization, and the

Associate Professor of English at Calvin College. . And. ~o the
numerous personal friends of Dr. Z~lstra among our reade~s
we would say: Why .not. cheer him with a pel}Sonal note? . Hrn
address is: Pvt. Henry Zylstra, 3687430?, G-2, · 6th Army
Hdqs .. Co., APO 442, c/o Postmaster, San Francisco, Califoi:nia.
Nothing is appreciate.cl more deeply by our ''boys" than a letter<
from "back home"...:_,C, B.]
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Personality Disorders
and· Religious Training
[EDITORIAL NoTE: . This atticle concludes a discussion begun
ttie previous issue.. In that article D1:. R,ooks concluded .with
a discussion of the bearing of wholesome home life upon mental
illness... TM present article continues with a presentation of
th(:ld11:tluence .of the school.]
i~

·· .· · F COURSE, the triumvirate in traiJ:ling is
. t{~n.er.ally regarded .as the. church, .the hoIT1e,
·.
. and the school, and I have mentioned the
home. r should say a little about the school.

The School

the positive approach to the anti-ChristiaJ:l ·~,i~nisjj
and a confident assertion of our Calvinistic view"'
point. Personally I am glad to hear the childreti:
come .home with. songs as "I will sin.g· of :my Re~
deemer" and "A 'hundred' Christian soldiers'~.
:rather than ''Would you like to take. a walk'' o:r
"Did you ever see a dream walking.'' Th~ . chil~;
dren grow up with. a positive religion ofAciith Jtnd. ·
confidence instilled cin their . subconsciousness and
automatic conduct which· makes 'them live a, "PraY
without ceasing life." Religion--faith and n:iorals
~becomes an integral part of the personalityr:ather
than an addition to it that can be removed. or worl1 1
through as one might remove or wear outa>(}loak'.
·.·
'-<

f'hough much criticism has been heaped upon
ou:r.. public .schools, colleges,· and universities, and
no.doubt. with ju::;tification, we. must n.ever fail to
:reali?e that the principle of e.ducation. for all, out
of which ou:r public schools .developed, is thorough•
ly Calvinistic. and that the electorate, the. parents· The Chu:rc:h
:ffiight have done Jnll.ch to prevent the. inroads of
Atid. then the church.andformally organizedt~- .•.
Atheism. Fm;ther, many have ben~fitted by the
ligion.
I ·believe the mistakes oforganized rel~gi?J:i ·
newer. methods.. of pedagogy; But it seems to me
have
bee.n
of citleast three varieties .. I'm thiqking .
that ()Ur present methods of education have en:lphafirst
o.f
·
all
of the over.:emphasJs of mo:ral ·liying. ~$~ 1 0
§fa.~d to a fault .the :hi(ltter of equcility .and have,
a
means
of
arriving at perfection or developin~~. /i
.because• of. natural differences in personal needs
Utopian
social
order, . qnd the llnder~emphasis, '.~1'.<. . 1
and ability, lowered· standards of education so tI:iat
· the twe1fth grade diploma of today has hardly as denial of man's depravity and the constant st:r~$.~.~k•11
111uch worth as the eighth grade diploµia of a gen- ing of the inherent goodness. of man ..• And wit~ sl1~ll 'jii
eration ago, and edUC(ltion· as VVe know it today wrong emphasis, we hear constantlyof the :n:re~c,i~ ;:
ful God but little of the just God. I knqW of,s~yf[;·:<
I:i~s hardly brought about a better appreciation of
.fundamc:mtaL values. Whereas e du c a t i o n. once eral instances in which the stressing of \;1.7orks f,is·;·~~
seeIT1ingly was. concerned with mental discipline, personal accomplishment has, made the indi:\Ti.dti~~·;·}ci
)t has become more and more a means of undis- . self-centered, self-pitying, and yet. s,elf.,acc,usatb~~)i: ;
dplined sel:f-expression, and. our schools a place whereas a . recognition of our inhere:it. deprayit~.
of. crowning any sort of achie.vement even though common to all mankind and our universal resp~rl.~ •
it' 11,(ls l!ttle fundamental or comparative .worth. I sibility to God and our need for·pardon for event}-ie/i.;;J
do believe there is already an appreciation among least of our transgressions would have p:rev.eJ:ite~ :,!)
a feeling of separation and a desire for annihilatfofi;'';,C·
e~tica tors .·that the .school ·.cannot .replace the home
In contrast to the above is the over-:-ernph~sis ~f'.,;·.1
.<:lXi<l church and th(lt it nmst cooperate with the
.;home and church i:f.. a properly bafonced individual hell and damnation which instills. a very unwnol~~;
is to be producecl. Of course, .many of us of the some amount of fear of God's wrath, so tha.t.o:Q.~r·
Reformed. persuasion.·· are Christian-school minded. lives in constcint dread rather than i.n a confidef1.~e
Though I believe there. was a time when. our·. Cbris- derived of faith. ·r .can: think of many'.instances
thin school~ were provincial·· to an unfortu.nate. de- children, growing boys and girls, who had h~~f~
gree, they ha~e profited by some of the better ad- only of hell and damnation, of constant. conderim-.·
vances .in pedagogy and by better trained teachers ing by prudish, inconsiderate, self-right~<ms pcirand by a growing appreciation on the part .of pcir- ents. (llld teachers wI:io themselves were t~yint{ tq
erits of the. need for· Ghristian instruction,. instruc- live over their own secretly faulty lives· hr O'f~l':.. ·
tion Jn which there is not only an integration be- cqrrecting their children. Such children grqw up <
t\veen scientific fact and Ghristianity, .but also .posi- in fear and with an unwholesome feeling of st>ec;k
tive cqrnbative approaches to anti-Christian influ- fie. and peculiar inferiority. They live not. vyith
ences rather than a separatist's form of escape. I faith in the 1llerciful side of. an understanding; sin~ ..
will.say later· that there fs rooni for even more Qf conscious God, but in constant dread of et vv;:rath:~l.il >
;
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l'!e:kt,the l'.!Onst~IJ.tqver-emphasisq:fthesal- · brihgifig up of tlreir s(:)ns. arid da:ughte~s $b that
side of r~ligion by those who. create a hys- they will avoid. the temptations of evil which have
of conversion in which our. responsibility to brought about cl tremendous. growth in juvenile .de~
to a moral code, to our fellow meri, .ls put linquency: . In doing . this we should alsu pray fqr
aside by a self-centered demand for salvation. the proper .guidance of ourchurches and our schools
Again, . not :fundamentally wrong perhaps, but in helping toward. this end .... Prayer. should not
rather a matter of tubular vision.
be left to special occasions such as the World Day
of Prayer, but should become a claily and nightly
duty that we owe to ourselves and to God and the
lfufu,(l:n Depravity
future of the World. It is ·by constant ·desire for
Reco~nized
these things as exemplified by our prayer that we
Though psychiatry .and psychology are in many can show God that the things we pray for are not
[ . ' r~spects atheistic or agnostic and regard much of a thing of the moment but for all time;" And a
· p:e}.i~ion as anthropomorphic and instilled with second editorial, incidentally also. very appropri•p:dmitive superstition arid mysticism, they have ately read.from one of our eastern Christian Re".'
. ... e}{pressed certain viewpoints that are very familiar formed pulpits recently, pointing to. the duti.es of
• ;.. . to ~the ears of a Calvinist. They recognize that all the church. The editorial. referred to a previous
· > of .us harbor the most perverse tendencies "that
editorial on '.'Our Children at War" which was Jol:Qu}'.'ieci peneath the building .blocks .of education lowed by a cry of alarmist when it said that "we
aiid socialadjus~ment :nia:qy 'normal' people harbor ··are no longer·· a Christian nation as in the days of
sopfally u11fo:r;givable impulses even. to the point our forefathers, no longer a Godly nation .?s in the
(jf murder;" "One pf Freud's great discoveries was day of our grandfathers;'' To prove the point, the.
th11tmerital illness often arises from a ·patient's re- following was written, "At the .Adventist Conveh;;.
I •.• .. fus~lto admit, eve!! to himself, the presence of such tion in Paterson last week, Rev. Lester Bond of·
· < J~pl11ses/' "T,he rote of the psychiatrist is to help Washington, D.C., said: '10,000 villages in.America
·the patient switch on a light, so he can see that the with no churches, 30;00Q. villages without a pastor,
1;' .enemy h~ had previously been fighting in the dark 13,400,000 children under twelve who are receiv-'.is .ufoally only a pygmy after .all.". "As. psychia- ing no. religious instruction a:t all,. while more than
k
) 1t].'ists gained .. experience. it· became. incre;isingly h?lf of·the population'of . the.nationis not conhectea
dlea,r to them that beneath its highly p 01 is he d with any institution representing organized' reliy~neer i'>f sqci;;i.l s11Tface all human wood is pretty gion. Over 60 % lrJ.lll}e no profession of religi°'n
;~uch alike in its knots and worm holes~that knots whatsoever;' It has iiow become the fashion for
.Ei):ld worm holes are 11atura1-that they belong s.oc.ial, political, and religious institutions to blafu¢
·· th.~.r~,thattheir ;ibsence. would even he highly ab- theparents for the mounting crime wave of Am_erF
n9i:m.aL,,.(Richard IVI. Brickner, M.D., ls Germany can yoµth." ·.
. . .. . . .
. . · .·•· • ·•· •·
• :Xf{c7,lrable?)
"In so doing thechurchmµst share in that })la~e. ·
. •G~rtainly the above would indicate that recent through its failure to vfew with ;;i.dequate alarm. the
~Syc:thia,tric ~nd psychological thought admits what drifting away of its communicants ... The chur~ti
:W~·•as Calvinists choose to call total depravity and must now awaken to the challenge of national
.••t.l:)a,tt}fey also would "turn on the .light" in the indi- . atheism with almost two-thirds of our people•det
'"ii?.iualJife-wl:)ich, after all, is on~ of the purposes, serters of the Hoµse of God. We must bring the~
jf ·:qot the fundamental purpose of religion:. (I am back to the fold or surrender·our beloved nation to
. t)_~t 1.n1aware of the fact that strictly speaking we the curse of atheism. Now is the hallowed th:r1e'•
.<believe that God turns on the light through re- to begin."
.
...··.·••· ••··
generation.)
~t seems. to. me· that when such men as EsJ.g~r
Hoover of the Federal Bureau of Investigation c~ll
1

• /

1

<

f ...

. ·.···.;0~~lle,11ging
. Vt>iee,s

·And, were the above not enough to call attention
'• to the need for a change in our attitude toward religion and a revision of our social premises, I might
just Cite the increasing number of good editorials
ll.l1ci articles on the matter.. in newspapers and curl'ent pCipular magazines. I wish to quote from two
editorials Of the Paterson Morning Call of Febru•ary 25; 1944----"While praying for victory and a sue. . .¢essfUL peace, we shall also pray that the parents
< qfthe youth of today be properly guided in the
(loci :WBO is overly anxious to m.·ark every act of sin
~!jd J~iql_\ity or transgression of a reactionary parental dictum.
•

1
·

!~~v~c~e~:iTue!;~~~~~~··~~· t~~i~~~~~l~~~c~l~~~·.·ii~fill~·

editorials in daily newspapers make a plea for#
daily diyine supplications and guidance and a revi val of church interest and godly worship, and
even the Personality Sciences have grown to recognize the use for some old-fashioned fundamentals
of human character as once taught by religion,
then we as Calvinists should consider ourselves .as
faced with a challenge.
.
I heard a remark only recently by a faithfl.11
member of one of our churches, "Why doesn't the
American church do something about the delinquency?" T believe this rem.ark illustrates two
faulty t¢ndencies in our o\yn: churches~first,. the
feeling even in our own circles that the problem
THE CALVIN FORUM

rests as much, if. no more, with the church and.
schools as with the home and the parents, (lnd secondly, the failure to realize that much of the Arnet.ican church has been very much more active •in
trying to counteract atheism and delinquency
through vacation schools, camps, and community
work than have we~ I believe that we have rema.ined separatists from ·the world to such an extent that we have failed to be a wholesome leaven.
We have remained quite active within our group,
but have not become sufficiently cosmopolitan in
our influence. As an example, not long ago at a
Sunday School teachers' meeting the question arose
as to whether we could co.nsistently send The Banner to those members of the Sunday School in the
Armed forces whose parents were not of the Covenant. I was shocked to think that we could argue
as to whether we could justify sending The Banner
to a soldier whose. covenant relationship was two
generations removed when 60% of .our Aine;ric(ln
popula;tion professes no religious creed, when 13,400,000 children under twelve receive absolutely
no religious instruction, who if taught anything
are taught along lines established on atheistic or
at least Christless, premises.
I heard only two days ago of a twelve year old
Jewish girl who having attempted to analyze life,
and having concluded that there coulct•be no God,
no soul, no spirit, also concluded that life was futile
and therefore made an attempt at suicide.

Learning from the
Personality Sciences

'

We have indeed learned something from psychologists and psychiatrists and sociologists, .even
though based on atheistic and evolutionary premises. We have learned of the significance of heredity, the importance of environment, the need for
social reform, the. significance of biological urges,
and the need for healthy pa.rental influence, the
importance of the family unit. We have learned
perhaps something about the evolution of person. a.lity. Shall we cast it aside or shall we assimilate
the good and incorporate it into our Calvinfatic
Christian approach?
I'm sure that it makes little difference to me who
discovers that the earth is part of a tremendous
universe; that there are almost ultra telescopic
worlds and ultra microscopic worlds awaiting
human investigation; and seemingly unlimited
forces in the world awaiting our intelligent use. I
do know that for a Christian it makes his God that
much greater and his responsibility to that God
even greater because of his command to subdue
the earth. I also believe that similarly we should
make use of the scientific principles brought out
in our social and personal development and rel(ltionships and establish or instill our God-centered
viewpoint.
As an illustration, I can see how human love is
an imperfect example of God's love for his chilTHE CALVIN FOIWM
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dren. "As a father pitl.eth his children" (Ps. 103) .
How God also uses nature to illustrate His love,
"So far as east from· west is distant, so far h_as G@d
removed our transgressions from us'' · God has-. also
created man in His own image with certain attributes which, though now imperfect and alt.erect by
sin, nevertheless help us to understand the per,..
sonality of God, that we may also better glorify
Him. I would go a step further and remain safely
Calvinistic and say that the ties of love between a
man and his wife are an imperfect example of God~s
love for His church. Then could we not co:hcei\T.ably admit certain strong biological or sexual urges
as created in man by God as illustrative of the undeniable urge of God toward those whom He would
draw unto Him? Just as biological forces and urges
demand gratification and satisfaction, so also. will
God satisfy His urge to have a church for His own
glorification, for His own Name's sake. If we interpret these human attributes as .God implanted .and
evaluate them as such, there should be greater respect for chastity, a better appreciation of hetero'."
sexual living, a respect for God's symbols, and less
of purely human indulgence and self gratification.
God's attributes· in man have been altered by sin,
Just as God does not want a prostitution of the. relationship between Him a.nd His church by the in,.;.
troduction of all sorts of foreign and pagan "isms,"
so also He does not want a prostitution of our originally good divinely implanted attributes. Some of
the above may seem fantastically idealistlc, many
would say it sounds anthropomorphic, but either
our rel_ igion is man made or it is G_od reve_· aled and_. ·
we _believe it is revealed by God Himself in HiS
word and exemplified in Christ and in nature-and
nature includes certainly man as a persona.lity...
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I believe it is for us as Calvinists to make use of
what has been learned in the personality sciences
in further developing our Calvinistic approach to
the problems of personality. A psychoanalyst asks
us-directs us-to undress our innermost .thoughts
be.fore him; he demands that we confess to him as
to a God every thought, word, and deed, to b(lre our·
conflicts, to discuss our ba.sic urges; that we may
also in turn resynthesize our personalities in an
orderly fashion so that he may, as mentioned above,
turn on the light to provide better insight a.nd guidance. To me this is a lesson for us as Christians;
Should we not every day literally undress our
thoughts, words, and deeds before God and learn
from the psychoanalyst the need for and the. art
of self-examination-the importance of complete
and total confession? Just as a psychoanalyst insists on a "transference" to him, so we must de:..
\Telop in our personalities the habit of complete
transference to God.

The Challenge
The abov~ few paragraphs are only meant to be
an example 9f how we :qiay attempt to integrate

'

'

»

',

College in The Banner; and I cannot refrain from
commenting on the wider application of Calvinis.tic Christianity in its all-inclusiveness from the
1 would only call to your· attention that the
pulpits of some of our churches and the expansion
atheistic viewpoint is going to attempt to assert itof our Christian school system. l am hoping that
self in the. future as it has already done in the past.
we can extend our Calvinistic approach even furThis has been warned of even in our own church
ther to include problems of personality, specifically
.paper and spoken of in .such books as "Is Germany
in the problems of individuals, in families, and
Incurable." The "Union of the Jews and the mod-·
g r o w i n g children-to assist through intelligent
ern 'Christian' churches" may present to some a
analysis and guidance on the part of teachers, social
hew hope, but the effort can only fail, if for no other
workers, pastors, and physicians in the prevention
reason than that the two, if true to themselves,
of mental illness and social maladjustment; and
must be opponents rather than team mates. Theremore generally by exerting an influence on social,
. fore, it would seem to me that we as Calvinists are economic and political problems by asserting in
now .being challanged in our position. If we were conversation, lecture books, political pressure and
n6t·.too convincing in our position as separatists be- cooperation, our Calvinistic Christian point of view.
fore, we are now having our position strengthened It must assert itself using the older facts of history
by the recognition of certain needs by outsiders. and of our religion, and the new facts-religion and
We have something to contribute. Some of our its relation to personality and the allied sciences..;;groups have already made a start, as for instance ready to intelligently combat the falseh9pds perthe popular articles by Prof. Schultze of Calvin petrated on society and our future gene:ta'tion.
modern concepts of personality into our Calvinistic viewpoint.

Our Trust is in Thee
by

GEORGE

Merciful Father, reigning above,
.Thou hast bestowed an infinite love:
Great was the gift of Thine only Son,
· Jesus, the Christ, the crucified One.
0 Holy Spirit, show us the Way,
That we may follow our Master each day.
Ransomed for all eternity,
Father, we anchor ou:i; trust in Thee;
. Heavenly Father, our trust is in Thee.

W,

BLOEMENDAL

Glorified Savior, by waters still
Lead and refresh us content in Thy will.
Thou art the Shepherd-nought shall we fear;
In somber valleys Thy presence is near.
Trials beset us; teardrops may flow;
Father, in sorrow Thy peace we shall know.
Always Thou wilt our refuge beRock of Salvation, we trust in Thee;
Heavenly Father, our trust is in Thee .

. Copyright, 1944
(This hymn was written for the melody of
"Beautiful Dreamer" by Stephen C. Foster)
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LETTER FROM SOUTH INDIA
Telugu Village Mission,
Adoni, Bellary Dist., So. India,
June 29, 1944.
[Rec'd Sept. 21, 1944.]

The Editor,
THE CALVIN FORUM,

Grand Rapids,· Mich., U.S.A.
Dear Dr. Bouma:

"I

T. IS an ill wind .. ~ " .may... be a p•latitudin.ous c. opy book
maxim, hackneyed and often misused, but it is true in
respect to certain implications of the global war in which
the greater part of humanity now finds itself involved. Take,
for instance,. the giant strides made in transportation: as a
direct result of war needs.
O Without offending against ."security" regulations, one can say
-that it is a commonplace fact today to read of your big bomb.; e;s making the transit between one of your Atlantic air·
ports and Western India in the amazingly short time of 72
~hours! And if one is to believe the news-hawks and other
"\ '. knowledgable.
~
people who mak. e it .their business to collect such
i--facts, a full 12 hours of this time is taken up at the halts
c.)for refuelling and servicing, giving an actual flying time of
·. -60 hours between the U. S. and India.
ll1 Turning back the pages of memory I find that 60 hours was
the time it took my wife and me only eight years ago to cover
the distance between Seattle and Chicago. But our conveyance
was n:ot an airborne "Liberator", but a comfortable Pullman, of
the long 1000-ton transcontinental Olympian.
This speed~up, one must admit, represents not 01;ily mechanical progress and a definite conquest of space and time,
but also. the bringing together of the United States and India
and our two peoples. And it is as well, for Hitler and Tojo
and .. their ilk have done their best, or worst, for several
years to divide the nations of Europe and East Asia, to
sow the seeds of discord among them and to; eventually, destroy
the peace and harmony of the world. Any tendency, .therefote; to bring nations together and to help them understand
One another is to be 'welcomed and encouraged. I, for one, rejoice that, even if World War Number Two· has done nothing
else, it has placed India and the U. S. on the same side and
has given our peoples many opportunities of getting to know
one another's vieWpoints, promoting, one hopes, a systematic
tolerance in respect to oui· several domestic and· international
pi'oblems.
Since it has become customary for our spokesmen representing the Government, commerce, and the Indian Army to
tour your great country, and the American Goodwill and Technical Missions to visit India at the behest of your President, I
am encouraged to hope that when peace returns there will continue to be a steady and increasing flow not only of politicians
and administrations between our countries, but also of students,
teachers, and churchmen. I shall always regard it as a great
personal privilege to have gone to America as a humble ambassador of Christian India and to have· sojourned among you
for a whole year. We hOpe and pray that a return visit may
be. possible very soon after the war is over and. the sealanes
and sky-ways are once more reasonably safe for civilian traffic. And when that happens, I ..fully e~pect to find my church,
college and club audiences very much "better informed on matters affecting India and the Far East, and my task of interpreting India to my American friends made correspondingly
easier.
'l'HE CALVIN FORUM
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Mahatma Gandhi
Mahatma Gandhi fs once again free, having been recently
released owing to his state of health. It may be recalled that
the little sep.tuagenarian leader and his principal lieutenants
of the Indian National Congress party attempted .to raise the
standard of rebellion in August 1942, the infamous "Quit India" resolution being their battle cry. Not.ed for nearly forty
years for the spartan simplicity of his life, Gandhi~s 22 months'
detention in the Aga Khan's luxurious palace at Poona made
an involuntary sybarite of him-a fact about which he has been
complaining bitterly in his recent correspondence with the
Viceroy, Lord Wavell. "India is a. vast prison," he writes,
"where 400 millions of my fellow subjects are without.liberty,
but you have been pleased to incarcerate me in another prison
within the larger one and have seen to it that every creature
comfort of mine has been supplied without my having -earned
it. This while millions of Indians have been starving.'' It is
difficult to follow the trend of the Mahatma's latest complaint
against the authorities, but it would be unlike him to have
nothing to .say against the Anglo-Indian af].ministration·Jie has
been fighting "on a matter of principle" for four decades!
In the recent correspondence which I have referred to,· Lord·
Wavell has accused Mr. Gandhi and his henchmen of hi!ldering
the war effort by following a policy of non-cooperation and
active sabotage. Mr. Gandhi hotly denies that his Congress
party has had anything to do with subversive activity, arid
so the old political impasse survives with little hope of ·an
early settlement.
·

The War and India's Future
Meanwhile, the war is being carried on with ever gfowing
tempo and our northeasternmost province, Assam, has bee.ll
cleared of the enemy whO, it is .believed, will soon be .drife11
out of hiS fox-holes and "bunkers" in Manipur, a semi-inde- .
pendent feudatory state bordering on Burma. There is ·to. be
heard on every hand a note of satisfaction, that the United Na~
tions High Command is at last· getting on with the job .q~
winning the war, and the fact of India forming one of the
principal spring-boards of attack against the Japs is accepted<
with almost stoical calm by the public-that is, the sectiQn'.
who read their newspapers and listen to the radio.
For the rest, the political situation has not materially changetl
in tb.e past six months and can be summarized in a few sen•
tences for the benefit of your readers.
The· Congress party, embracing most of the extreme natiOnalistic and anti-British elements in the country, insist that the
British quit India and the country be handed over to them (the
Congress party). The Muslim League, under M. A. Jinnah,
wants to secede and form an autonomous Pakistan. The minorities are practically all on the side of the present adminis~
tration, and do not w:ant a change just now. Then, the British
Parliament continues to promise India, as indeed it has· done
for some years, through Premier Churchill, Secretary of State
Amery, and the Viceroy, full dominion. status (as in the· case
of Australia and Canada) very soon after the war. .This.offe1",
obviously, cannot be implemented until and unless there .is,
in the meantime, a practical measure of agreement among
the various political parties in India, and some responsible
central party or a coalition to whom full powers could be
handed over and who, in the. opinion of experienced statesmen
in India and Britain, would be capable of carrying on the gov-
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erninent 'Yithout undue jeopardy' to the country's safety and
wellbeing. That, in a nutshell, is the position today, but I
would like to add just this: India is a small continent, about
one-half the size of the U. S. A., but far more diversified as regards race, language, religion, and culture than is the case
even in cosmopolltau North America. Then also, further complexity is produced by the fact of the existence .of a large
number ·of feudatory states .which make up about one-third
•of the area of India and which have longstanding· treaties with
the· British Parliament.
T}ie problem of India's future constitution is thus a most
baffling one, the solution of which can only be .attempted if
·there be genuine goodwill. on both sides. But there are a
great many sober-mind.ed Indian patriots today who agree
that. it would be .a: flagrant direliction of dy.ty on the part of
.Britain were she to .walk out of India at this juncture. The
·iminediate consequence of such a step, they assert, would be
a: general breakdow:n of the machinery of government followed
by chaos· and internecine strife on a gigantic scale-and who
can be b.old enough to say that these men are wrong?

Union of Christian Groups
As, I have mentioned more than once in these columns during
.the pas,t year ()r two, India is unique among the world's .belligerent n.ation~ in not resorting to conscription for military
purposes. And while I personally do not consider there is any
.particular virtue in this negation, it is nevertheless a matter
•Of pride to many of us that India now possesses a sizeable
army o:t' two million voJ.untarily enlisted men. But the point
I wi::>h to emphasize is the. fact that the small Christian minor.ity of .8. millions has furnished for its size by far the largest
'nl.1m.ber of recruits. This is due,. first, to the high proportion
oiii.~erates among the community, and, next, to the higher sense
o( <luty usually existing among Christians than is the case in
'.t:he other ,communities .in the country. This readiness on the
part'of Christian Indians to help. win the.war, in my opinion,
bears eloquent testimony, not only to the good wrought by
150years of British rule, but equally to the uplifting, refining
influence of Christian Missions on the people of India.
Leaders of the Christian community jn this country have
been getting together of recent months in an effort to envisage
th~ status of their community in the India of ·the future. Few
ca}1; I fear, view the distant prospect with much optimism
since, whatever. the composition of the ruling party or parties
in a completely self-gove'!:ning India may be, and however important a minority the. Christian Indians may form, the comfuunity ·cannot, in the nature of things; expect a square deal
a.t the hands of Hindus or Muslims. For these are at heart
'Iiostile to the spread of Christianity and to the emancipation
§f'the sO::called "Untouchables" who, incidentally, form·· the
great bulk of the Christian group in this country.
. 'fhere emei·ges; therefore, urgent need for some measure of
tinity ·at.any rate among the various sects and .denominations
that go to make up the Protestant Church in India; for it is
realized.by t}ieir rank and file as w,ell as the leaders that unless
Chris.tians stand shoulder to shoulder and present a united front
.to the non~Christian majority, the community stands to lose its
identity in the course of a few decades under the new regime.
Indeed, despite the addition of about a quarter of a million converts to the community each year, signs are not wanting of
the insidious but nonetheless actively disintegrating forces
that . are at work within the community-:-cforces that may ultimately do as much harm to the stability of the Indian Church
as would active persecution or repression ..
Thus, while the need for some form of church union is. admitted on every hand, and in spite of the progress made in
this direction by a number of denominations· of the Protestant
Church, there are a few genuine difficulties standing in .the
way of corporate union as between the honest doubts that come
to the minds of orthodox churchmen who cannot with equanimity
contemplate Christian fellowship and inter-communion with
denominations ~hose ranks contain a varying proportion of so52

called "Liberals"-people who either deny. or question the deity
of our Lord, His virgin birth, a·nd the authenticity of Holy
Writ as the inspired .Word of God and the sole revelation of
His sovereign will. These may be small matte1:s to the humanist or the . universalist, but I think many .of yoiir readers would
agree that these are issues of great moment . to the true
believer.
With greetings to the FORUM family,
Fraternally yours,
ARTHUR V. RAMIAH.
July 19th, 1944.
My dear Bouma:
Since writing my "South India Letter" three weeks. ago Ra'jagopalachariar, the Madras political leader, has been able to
induce Mahatma Gandhi to agree to the principle of the. MusJim right to secede if such be the will of the majority of Mu~
hamedans and the political horizon is clearer to. that small
extent. But M. A. Jinnah, the Muslim leader is still ada:tnan:t.
and will not agree to putting the Rajagopalachariar-Gandhi
offer before his constituency with a view to a plebescite on. the
vexed question••, So we continue as before with a benevolent
autocratic Anglo-Indian' administratio.n in the saddle. Well,
looking at the situation dispassionately, I suppose we could
·
·
be much worse off!
• I have appreciated getting my FoRU1"iS much more regularly
of late, the latest number in being that of May 1944. It is
always a pleasure to turn from the pressure of many duties
to the scholarly editorials and . articles of the FORUM. May
God bless and prosper you and your editorial staff in your
good work.
Cordially yours,
ARTHUR V. RAMIA:H.

CORRECTION
September 13, 1944.
Dr. Clarence Bouma,
Editor THE CALVIN FORUM,
Franklin at Benjamin, S.E.,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Dear Dr. Bouma:

I

N the Eastern. ·.ChUl.·ch ·N. ews Letter .·priri.ted over.· my ·n. a.m··.•e.
in the Aug.-Sept. issue'of T:HE CALVIN FORUM is a sentence
that Is quite unintelligible as printed. Since the matter
discussed at that point is rather important to many concerned,
.
·
I feel the sentence ought to be corrected.

. Will you, therefore, be so kind as to note the following correction in the next issue of THE FORUM. In· the third para•
graph from the erid of the· Letter, the second sentence from the
end o( the paragraph now reads: "This correspondent· cannot
fail to express his admiration for the. faculty .of Westminster
Seminary in its unflinching allegiance to truth, even when tha.t
allegiance demands action by one who has been its friend.''
According to my carbon copy this sentence ought to read as
follows: " . . . even when that allegiance demands act.ion. that
is hot desired by one who has been its friend.''
.
Cordially yours,
EnwARD HEEREMA .

CALVINISTIC ACTIVI'l'Y IN SOUTH AFRICA
Potchefstroom,
South Africa,
June 6, 1944.
[Rec'd Sept. 5, 1944.]

Dea1· Dr. Bouma:

.
.
S Thomas Hardy in his Far From the Madding Crowd,
we in South Africa may thank the Lord that we are so
. far removed irom the scene of the present world
struggle. We have just heard over the wireless that this war
has entered its Jast phase. May the Lord in His mercy .shorten
His visitations on this· depraved world! This indeed is a time
as foreseen by the old prophets: w;ars and rumours .of wars.

cA
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AriiicJst all this hea'.rt~·ending death and desti'uction, we in
South Africa may still carry on• very nmch a~ usual. .In April
. last a .very important Conference ~as .. held at Bloemfontein
in the .Orange Free State' by Calvinists from all over the
U1lion of South Africa. The aim of this Conference was• to
arrive at some unity of actfon amongst South African Calvinists• As usual, this Conference was attended only by Afrikaans-speaking representatives. Our English:speaking population does not seem to take. any interest in Calvinistic thought
and action.
There existed prior to this Conference• two organizations
amongst Calvinists over here: the Calvinistic Association with
the Rev. C. R. Kotze as chairman and Prof. L. J. 'du Plessis as
secretary, and the Calvinistic Study Circle with prbf. S. du
Toit as chairman an Dr. H. J. Strauss as secretary.
, The Rev. Kotze took the chair at the first .combined meeting.
He addressed the Conference on the question: "What is the
present position of Calvinism in South Africa?" In the past
Calvinists gave the lead here in all vital national problems.
The Afrikaans-speaking nation suffers from one seemingly ineradicable disease:' discord and strife amongst ourselves. We
have been. torn asunder by. foreign imported systems and orders
which have foolishly enough been embraced by the sons and
daughters of "Geus'' (Dutch Protestant), Huguenot and "Voortrekker". We have paid for this in blood and tears; and yet
we have not learned our lesson: we continue along this nationally .destructive road. The present generation has .embraced some of the most destructive systems and orders, like
National Socialism and even Communism, systems diametrically opposed to our own Calvinism, and even amongst .those
who confess Calvinis~ there is an ever-widening breach of ·
opinion ::md action. The ai~ of the present Conference is
twofold.: 'to bring all Calvinists once again into one organization and to take active steps against the dangers bf the new,
anti-Calvinistic systems and orders. We must once again
as, a nation return to the Word of God and the Voice of God
in our history. Then. Calvinism will once more become a power
and guide to Afrikaans-speaking people in leading us back to a
'life "for God and the Fatherland". With these words Prof.
du Toit expressed himself in full agreement.
• Two very valuable lectures were delivered at the Conference.
The first 'by the Rev. Profl Dr. J. D. du Toit-the translator
of the Bible in Afrikaans-on "What Calvinism can and must
qe, and .do at the present time of world crisis", and the second
by Rev. D.. F. El'.asmus on ''Our Own Calvinism". Both these
J.ectures were highly appreciated ,and interesting discussions
followed on each of them.

.

. On the problem of Calvinistic unified thought and action,
.this Conference unanimously came to the following declaration:
"This Conference is convinced that Calvinism is the most harmonious and· consistent expression of Christianity, that it is
essentially of· an international nature but reveals itself differently in the different Calvinistic countries, that South Africa
needs its own Afrikaans Calvinism. expressing our particular
.national character, history and needs. To achieve this aim
there is an absolute necessity of cooperating with all Calvinists
· in .South Africa (and overseas), irrespective' of nationality,
and .this again only for the furtherance of the glory of our
sovereign Lord and in the particular service of our own Afrik.aans nation. Therefore .this Conference appeals to all South
African Calvinists. to unite firmly in one solid organization.
The Calvinistic Study Circle will continue to examine the
principles of Calvinism in accordance with Holy Writ· and the
history of Christianity and1 to propagate these principles
amongst South Africans by written and spoken word. In this
connection two considerations must be observed as guiding
principles, viz., on the one hand, the avoidance of any form
of adulteration of the national Calvinstic ideal by foreign systems, .and on the other the· avoidance of any form of· conservatjsni ,which is contrary to the providential guidance of God in
history. Calvfnism must remain organic ,in ·order to activate
THE CALVIN FORUM
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any necessary social-~conomic reforms. The Calvfnistic Study
Circle will furthermore take over the program 'of work' of the
Calvinistic . Organization ·(Bond) and invite all Calvinists to
join hands in an Organization of Calvinistic Study Circles :ln
order especially to make our nation Calvinistically conscious;''
After this, combined Conference; the existing Calvinistic Study
Circle held its own conference and· agreed in principle. with the
declaration of the combined Conference. It accepted in particular 'the suggestion that the two separate organizations
should unite and cease to 'exist separately. The new 'organization amongst Calvinists will in the future be called "The
Organization (Bond) of Calvinistic Study Circles". The idea
is to institute Study Circles throughout South Africa 'in ohle1•
to give :;i.n opportunity for all who are still Calvinists at heart
to join up and participate in the study and propagation of
Calvinistic principles.
It was further decided to issue at regular times short studies
in the form of brochures for distribution amongst the members '
and for public sale; Dr. F. J .. M. Potgieter also undertook
to prepare an abridged edition of Calvin's Institutes in 1
Afrikaans.
Finally, it was decided to .appoint a Central. Executive for
two years, on which were elected Prof. Dr. S. dJ Toit, chair~
man; the Rev: C. R. Kotze, vice-chairman; Drs. H. J. Strauss,
secfetary-treasm;er; Dr. F. J. M.. Potgieter, the· Revs. D: F;
Erasmus, J. J. Engelbrecht, and P. A. Verhoef. The address
of the secretary is P. 0. De Bloem, Bloemfontein, 0. F'. $.,
South Africa, in case oyerseas organizations would like .to
communicate with us over here.
With kind regards,·
J. CHR., C6ETZEE.

CALVINISTIC STUDY CLUB
{() N September 15, t.he. Ca.lvini.stic Stu. dy .Club. m
.. e.t··· ih re.gU.'-.J
Jar Fall session at the home of Professor D. · H; Krom~

minga. Professor Krom~inga and his gr~cious. wife
have developed the art of entertainihg~hospitalitY to an unusually high degree. All the members but one were. preseni .··
and shared in the friendly atmosphere of the Krom:tninga home' ..
. The work of the .Club centereq this time upon a paper de..;··.
livered by mn' host. The title of it was "The Canonic:;tl Sig11ip- •
cance of the Apocalypse .of John". Its contents were spre~4
over seventeen closely written, single-spaced, typewritten page~. ·
Part I of the paper dealt with "A Critical Survey of .Viev,rs''~ ·.
In it the author revealed his keen ability in analyzing c~rrep~ ,.
approaches to Revelation. · Dismissing the Literary approach ,as :
being ·unworthy of seriouS' consideration, he enumerated the
Spiritual, the Preterist, the Continuous-Historical, and th.e
Futurist methods. The PrQgressive-Parallelist meth?d the
author considered a cross between the Spiritual and th,e Co~~ '
tinuous-Histo'rical method.
·
·
Incidentally Professor Kromminga gave a seal'.ching review
of Amillennialism, Postmillennialism, and Premillennialisfu'. ·.·
This review led the speaker. to enlarge upon the. conception ()£,
the Church, since one's view of the Millennium and· his· conceptfon of the Church go together.
The second part of the paper dealt wjth "Reflections on. the
Apocalypse". Examples: the continuity of the revelatiol;l found
in the book of Daniel and the last book of the Bible. Als(): .
Through seven of its twenty-two chapters the beast and the
false prophet are not out of sight. Another: 1900 years of
history have passed since Revelation. This is a valuable fact,
in our interpretation of the book. Many considerations compelled the speaker to lean to the Continuous-Historical approach
to the boo.k. These considerations he st:;ited clearly and con~
vincingly; Although, it must be said in justice to Prof~ssor
Kromminga that he did not claim to have. an answer to every
part of Revelation. He is still searching 0 ut the matter of
interpreting the Revelation of John. But his method gives the
greatest amount of satisfaction;
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.As WAS to be expected, ai1 animated discussion followed .the
professor's diScourse. The problem of Imperialism in connection with the Beast of Revelation was under constant discussion.
However, when .the time to adjourn arrived, we were 'just
.tinder way' so to speak. Hence it was decided.to spend our next
scheduled meeting in carrying on the discussion where we left
Tliis meeting is to be held December 15, 1944, at the home
of the Reverend J. Griffioen.
·
'ii;,
Professor Clarence Bouma of Calvin Seminary was in charge
of .the meeting.
JORN G. VAN DYKE, Secretary.

dependent upon the moment. Finally, said he, they wanted a
wholesome l'espect for minorities, for 'they fe1t that there is al-,
ways the possibility that. not the majority but the minority
reflects more accurately that which is in harmony· with right
as it exists 1n itself. All this sounded quite Calvin:lstic to. me.
Then the man went a step farther· and said .that since our
culture has, in John Dewey fashion, transferred the locus of
right and wrong from the objective to the subjective, it must
of logical necessity repudiate any Constitution, violate every
Supreme Court, and trample upon all minorities! That, I submit, was a very Calvinistic construction even if it came from
the brain of a man not inclined to label himself thus. We do
well to ponder whether with this shift in the locus of justice
there can. still .be room for such a . thing .as a minority? If
FROM. A· UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
truth and justice are momentary and determined by majority
218 N. Division,
vote then minorities are out of order. · And some have begun to
Ann Arbor, Michigan, say exactly that of late. Or one might ask it thus: Is not
September 25, 1944,
Di'. Clarence Bouma,
theism prerequisite to democracy? And with theism repudiated
Editor •of THE CALVIN FORUM,
are we not obliged to choose between democracy in its John
Franklin St. and Benjamin Avenue,
Dewey perversion (which is usurpation by the mass) and out.. Grand Rapids, Michigan.
right 'Fuehrer~ism' (which is usurpation by an individual)?
Dea1· Dr. Bouma:
Long live Calvinism, the only alternative to all . this which
is
dreadful even to contemplate!
·.· · .· ·
OT .any th.i.ngs happ. e. n here in Ann Arbor. that conCordially,
.
stitute news in the sight of Calvinists the world
over; nor can we who adorn ourselves with that name.
LEONARD VERDUIN.
descend to 'creative writing'-hence the fewness of these lines.
First. of all I must tell you about the latest version of the
NEWS ··AND VIEWS
Servetus legend. It was in a course in Anthropology recently
that >the instructor, a vitriolic unbeliever, told .his class the
Religion in Moscow.
old, old story that seems new each time they tell it. This time
"Council for Religious Affairs" is the name for .the Soviet
it ran th~s. A really very excellent man by the name of
Michael Servetus contended. in John Calvin's 'presence that department which from now on handles all matters pertaining ·
Palestine was an arid, bleak, and dreary country-side. With to Religion in Russia. It is housed in the former Moscow home
his customary intolerant vigbr the great Genevan rebuked him of Isadora Duncan. The official agent of the government· in
for such insolence. But .Servetus persisted in his contentions; matters relative the Russian Orthodox Church is Georgi G~e
As a resul.t he lost his head (in no figurative sense) and was gorievitch Karpov. Agent anent all other Chur~hes (Roman
Catholic, Baptists, Lutherans, Moslems, and Jews) is Ivan
.~urned at the stake-for he had sinned against the Holy. Ghost
Vassilivitch
Polianski.
who .decla1•es very unequivocally that Palestine is a land flowing
The
Council
handles all petitions for the building of new
with milk and honey, and who was this Spaniard that dared to
churches. It seldom turns down a request. Plans for Theo.lie. against the Holy Ghost!
Lalso learned for the first time why ministers are called di- logical Sc}iools and Semin.aries ai:e also cleared through tlle
yines: I t was in connection with the institution of divining in Council. Russia intends to make Religious Freedom something
the . ethnic cultures. Divining is a procedure whereby men real. The Council therefore grants release from military S.(\1'\T•
think to wrest from the deity its hidden secrets concerning the ices tO priests. It does many other things including granting
futu.re, something whereby men ... are brought 'en rapport' with of petmission to buy printing presses for Church papers, etc.
This is Russian freedom. of religion. It is. freedom by' the
th(\ pi;escient powers in the universe. And since the· gentlemen
grace
of ex-Choir singer Joseph Stalin. Russia can well affotd
pf the cl0th also presume to gaze into the world of things which
this measure of freedom. For one thing, the Government is
fs known only to the gods they were very..·early. called divines!
.Oh, •inighty Liberalism, how great and wonderful are thy final arbiter. Again, Russia has emerged as a great world~,
thoughts! · But hush, more deep wisdom is being distilled from powei;. With the defeat. of the Rome-Berlin-Tokyo axis 1. Ru~.
tlfose lips of oracle. And, since men have resorted to dice sian influence and. power is established throughout Europe and
shaking in their, thirst for information from the unknown be- Asia. Finally, a benevolent attitude on the part of the Govern.
yond, these clergymen, especially the Calvinistic ones who laid ment towards all Religions is. good ·govetnment-life-insui;ance.

off.

in.·

g}.-eatestclaim to speaking the mind of God, resented the competition. offered .by the "bones"! What mighty prophets there
are• among us .these days~ It is very much too bad that the
Chdstian Reformed Church didn't. know this deeper, deepest
l'eason for· the traditional Calvinistic scruples in regard to 'hazard'! It could pave built up so·much better. argument if it had!
Not all liberals stoop to such irresponsible toying with histoflc facts. Happily not! Some of them say som(\ very sensible
things at times! For example, the army officer who made no
religious profession whatsoever. He declared that when the
fathers of this country laid. down the pattern for this government they proceeded upon the assumption that right and wrong
are what they are in spite of us, that there is some eternal and
'abso1ute reference to which we can go to determine justice and
its opposite. Hence, said•he, they wanted a Constitution. For
ih it something of this objectively valid truth was captured and
laid down· f 0r all tim(\. Hence, too, they wanted a strong and
tobust Supreme Coui·t with its assignment to interpret the
deeision of the moment in the light .of that which was not
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German Prayers.
"Woe to us and to our nation, if, imi.tead of g1vmg .honor
to God, we exalt human ideas .above God, and . extol the powel.·s
of this worl.d as though they were all-powerful. · Woe to us
.and our nation if we revile the Holy Scriptures as a Jewish·
book.
"Woe to us and our nation when it is considered right to take
life because .human beings are considered as of no value, or
because they belong to anothet race; when hatred and cruelty
are the order of the day~'.
This prayer was read (according to travelers coming from
Germany to Sweden) from the pulpits of the German Confessional Church. "Amen" is the right word with which to close
this German prayer.
"S~lvation

for $40.00".

This i~ the. title of an editorial in the Protestant Voice (III!
37) and was occasioned by a lettet sent by the Archbishop of
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Winnipeg to theparishion~~s in the.ent.ire archdiocese. It cqn-'
"During 1943, age 18 predominated aniong i,ill persons
tained a paragraph which was roundly criticized: The letter arrested, according to fingerprint records received by the. F.B.L
urges parents of men overseas to enroll their sons as "Per- · Arrests of. 17-year-old boys increased 27. 7 per cent, o:f 16-year~
. petual Members of the Sqciety for the Propagation of the old boys 61 per cent during that period. For the past·· two
Faith". Cost to the parents? $40.00 ! The letter further stated years arrests of girls under 21 increased 130.4 per cent." ·
this: . "What better guarantee for any boy e:i;:posed to the
Crime prevention?. "The answer lies in religious education.
haz.ard.s of war. A· guarantee, should he be killed, that he will Religion is the recognition of man's dependence upon a superior
go at once to his Maker, tq be with him for all eternity. A
Being and his obligation to observe a higher law".
'
guarantee, should it be God's will, that he will return to his
Is tbe nation waking up? It seems so. In time? We do
dear mother and to those who love him".
hope it. But it is later than we. think. Christless education
and Christless religion in unholy wedlock have prod.uc(ld a
Cheap at that! Only $40.00. Still, it is considerably· above
ceiling prices of today. According to the Modernists the fact generation which is far, very far from the God of our faJbers;
that a man dies for his country is guarantee that he is with
God for all eternity. And there .is no special price to be paid 'Bible-reading in the Bank?
by parents. But
. . when you think it all over, there is
The Greenwich Savings Bank of New York foreclosed a first
a price paid, • • . a terrible price, too,
'
and a second mortgage, totaling nine hundred thousand dollars,
which it held against .the "Church of the Strangers" of ~e"\V
York. The pastor, Dr. P. M. Spencer, offered the pulpit Bible
Says John Edgar Hoover of the F.B.I.
"The prevention of crime can never be achieved· by the mere to the Greenwich Savings Bank, suggesting that it be read
enforcement of. law; by treating; the symptoms rather than ih the Bank. So!
*the cause".
J. G, VAN DYKE.

0£ Books and Reading
, THE CHRIST OF STANLEY JONES
By E. Stanley Jones.
Nashville: Abingdon-Cokesb'll,rY Press, 1944. Price, $1.00.

THE CHRIST OF THE AMERICAN .ROAD.

T IS not easy to write a review of this book. It contains
so/much that is inspiring and true that ohe is disappointed
because he cannot recommend it whole-heartedly. But this
at· 1east may be said. and must be said: Dr. Jones has a message for America, and specifically for Christian Am,erica, that
must be heeded.

I

That message is this: if America is to survive, she must
become genuinely Christian. , Christianity is the secret of her
otigin, and should be of her continuance. But today we stand
at .the. cross-road. Christian p1'inciples are being repudiated
on all sides. Our national heritage will be drowned by the
surging tides of history unless we get back to .the Christ of
.the American Road. If we do, we shall give to the world a
:fresh, unique, American interpretation of Christ, thus fulfilling our divinely-ordained destiny.
·"America is God's experimental ground, his demonstration
c::enter, where he has brought representatives· of all the world
to try out, on a small scale, corporate living'7 (p. 64). If
Americans can live together in peaceful· fellowship, the. nations
of the world can do so. But there are great .hesitations in
.American democracy and American Christianity. We have
not given women sufficient :voice in. national affairs; we have
weighted the scales against labor; we have failed to extend
equality to the colored races and to those of Asiatic origin;
we have offered to subject peoples beyond our borders sponges
of benefit on .the spearpoint of domination. Christians have
f~iled to be Christian in·· the matter of race; have allowed
the political life of America to get into ungodly hands, and
have failed to cooperate with each other, wasting their energies
in interdenominational bickerings. The Christian church in
America is a salt that has lost its savor; American Christians
may have their loins girt, but their lamps are not lit. The
American church must return to Christ, provide a lumi.nous
example of harmonious living, and bring together estranged
groups and emphase!! into a new unity. Thus shall the great
central truth of the Gospel, the Kingdom of God, once again
come into its own.
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There is so m'uch that ·is fine and uplifting about this b6o}{
that one hesitates to find fault. The Gospel does have ines~
capable social obligations; the Church needs to be c·onstantlY
warned against neglecting them/ in the interests of a myopic
individualism. No· theologian was. more insistent on apP,lyh1g;
Christian principles to social and political problems than John.
Calvin; and no me.rely human voice ever utged the Chul'ch
more strongly to be the light of the world than the. voice of
Jesus Christ. The church which fails .to be concerned with
the Kingdom is apostate; for faith witnout works is dead;
And yet, the way Dr. Jones presents the social challen~e is
not true to the Scriptures. He finds the central Gospel message to be the .hew order centering in the new Person. "The
fact of the order and the person coinciding in Christ is per~
haps the most important thing in the Gospels-:-and the mqst
overlooked" (p. 30). Now, to begin with, the doctrine of the
Kingdom of God has not been so utterly overlooked.. as t~e
author would have us believe. The early church; the medieV'al"
church, i<he church of Calvin, of J.ohn Knox, of the Purit~1113,
and of Abraham Kuyper were all supremely concerned ~th
applying Christianity to social issues, with actualizing the
Kingdom of God. But as we read through Dr. Jones's book,
we discover that he has mistaken conceptions both o{ the new
order and of the Person. He virtually identifies the Kihgdohl..
with the new social order, as did the early, optimistic social'::
gospel theologians; and on this point is therefore even mofe
liberal than Henry Sloan Coffin, who admits that "any· soci'al
order of man's devising .will bear the marks of his ignora11ce
and sin; it cannot be the kingdom of God" (Religion Yesterday
and Today, p. 146). (Jones does, it is true, spea}{ of the Kingdom as an apocalyptic reality; yet the emphasis ih his book i.s
overwhelmingly on the Kingdom as a present reality, . to ; hEi
attained here ahd now in a Christianized social order.) As
far as the Person is concerned, though Dr. Jones has ~· high
view of Christ, though he even speaks of his redemption peing
upon our sins and weaknesses, the conception of Christ whfoh
motivates the book is that of the Supreme Example, who came;
to establish the Kingdom, and to show me:rtl God's way of. life ..
I cannot escape the conviction· that tlie view of Christ and of
religion which animates this book is fundamentally Ritschlian.
The unavoidable result is that yo'\1 get Christianity with
redemption left out. The stress is on Christ as our example
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.... I)Ot 'as our Redeemer; on man's response to God arid not
on Goci's saving love for man. Christianity, in the end, is
watered down to an ethics without a gospel, which must be
helci up to all men as the great American ideal. We agree that
the ideal is there. But if Chi'istianity is nothing more than,
. an ideal, its heart has been cut out.
ANTHONY HOEKEMA.

.. ~
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These sei'mons are interesting throµghout. They· abound in
illustratioi1s, allusions to contemporary life, bits of poetry,
and apt quotations. There is• a constant effort to relate the
message to contemporary problems and present-day needs.
The tone of these sermons is predominantly positive and uplifting; they breathe a helpful, optimistic spirit. They are suggestive1 not exhaustive.

Yet there is a dearth of exegesis. These sermons are chiefly
topical in method; though the text gives unity, it does not
provide the structural basis of the message. This is; of course,
Tms YEAR OF OtJR LORD (SM·monsfor Special Occasions). By
Andrew W. Blackwood. Philadelphia: The Westminster
more. true of some sermons than of. others. But, on the whole,
Press, 1943. Price, $1.00.
these sermons fail to explore the rich depths of the text, fail
to wrestle with the text, fail to reveal the precise message God
S the s.ub-title sug.gests, this is. a ser~es of ser.mon.s for
brings through these particular words. Instead, the usual
~ special occasions. Not only are there sermons for the
,·.
usual holidays of the Christian year, but also for such method is to draw out the implications of the topic suggested
occasions a.s Mother's Day, Children's Day, National Holiday, by the text. It is not denied that this method demands great
skill, nor that it may not at times. be used with profit. HowLabor Sunday,. Bible Sunday~ The purpose of the volum'e is
1
ever, the topical method constantly tends to lose itself in gener'to show the will of God for busy folk in a world that has been
. alities, and to weaken the note of divine authority.
at war".
There is much in these sermons that appeals. The style is
Ii\: spite of this drawback, however, these sermons can be*
clear; the . sentences are usually short and well constructed.
read with much profit. They are evangelical, sound, appealing;
The diction is vivid and concrete. The titles are well chosen:
practical. The writer of this review had the privilege of serv"The Christ of the Flint Face"; "The Cross in Terms of Healing Dr. Blackwood as assistant in homiletics at Princeton
ing"; ''The Secret of Christian Radiance". The divisions of during the past school year, and learned a very great deal
the sermons are chosen usually not for their logical import,
from him. Many of the principles which he taught, both in
but for their suggestiveness and, memory value. Unforgettable the classroom and in his books, may be seen exemplified in
is the 'treatment of Psalm 121 under four headings: "The God this volume of sermons. Dr. Blackwood has the gift of preach~
of the Waiting Hills", "The God of the Sleepless Watch", "The ing imaginatively, of making a text luminous with meaning.
God ot' the. Friendly Shade'', and "The God of the Winciing
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ANTHONY HOEKEMA.
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